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1.0 Executive Summary
Summarized in this report are the activities of the UNAVCO Facility and Education and
Outreach Programs for year two of the NSF five year UNAVCO Community and Facility
Cooperative Agreement (CA). The CA funds the UNAVCO Facility’s core activities for NSF
Division of Earth Sciences (EAR), NASA, and the Arctic and Antarctic programs of the NSF
Office of Polar Programs (OPP).
UNAVCO Community
UNAVCO is a member-governed university consortium, an organization that is uniquely
positioned to advance and support geodesy community science goals. Since the creation of
UNAVCO, Inc. as an independent non-profit corporation in 2001, the UNAVCO Consortium
membership has grown to 87 Members and 61 Associate members from around the globe (Figure
1). UNAVCO provides support as described below to the solid Earth and polar research
communities that make up the membership of UNAVCO. The membership meets annually at the
Fall American Geophysical Union meeting to conduct business and to elect the UNAVCO Board
of Directors. The UNAVCO Board meets three times year. UNAVCO also has a number of
advisory and science committees which advise UNAVCO in the services it provides and on
longer term planning. These committees are created by and report to the UNAVCO Board. The
Facility interacts with the Facility Advisory Committee and the Education and Outreach
Advisory Committee (with participant support from this CA), the WInSAR Executive
Committee, and the Polar Networks Science Committee (PNSC). The PNSC is a joint
UNAVCO/IRIS committee.
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Figure 1. (left) UNAVCO Consortium Membership; (right) Members are located around the globe.

UNAVCO, Inc. Headquarters and its three programs (Facility, Plate Boundary Observatory
(PBO), and Education and Outreach) currently have 89 full-time and temporary employees in
three locations. UNAVCO was part of the team that successfully completed the construction
phase of the EarthScope NSF Major Research Equipment and Facilities Construction project.
UNAVCO is now in the Operations and Maintenance phase of the project and manages the PBO
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and San Andreas Observatory at Depth (SAFOD) facilities through a separate Cooperative
Agreement.
Principal activities of UNAVCO funded through the Facility and Community Cooperative
Agreement include providing field equipment, engineering, data, and education and outreach
support to Principal Investigator EAR, OPP, and Community projects. The Facility also provides
some project support to PBO including data and products archiving and distribution, managing
the GPS equipment pool and repairs, and occasional field support. UNAVCO, with JPL, operates
and maintains the NASA Global GNSS Network (GGN).
UNAVCO community investigators continue to study earthquake processes, mantle properties,
active magmatic systems, plate tectonics, plate boundary zone deformation, intraplate
deformation, glacial isostatic adjustment, global geodesy, global change, and polar processes.
These scientific investigations are described in the Facility and Community proposal found at:
http://www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/proposals/proposals.html. In response to new and emerging
research opportunities in geodesy and its interdisciplinary applications (Figure 2), UNAVCO
community members convened in October, 2009, for the Long-Range Science Goals for Geodesy
Community Workshop held in Snowbird, Utah. The goal of this UNAVCO-organized and NSF,
NASA, USGS-funded workshop is to produce a written plan in a Grand Challenges format.

Figure 2. A collection of graphics depicting a few of the new science applications in geodesy. Captions
clockwise from top right: a) Reflected GPS signals (colored dots in figure) at a station in Marshall, Colorado,
show a strong correlation with in situ soil moisture measurements (gray band), both display soil drying after
descrete rain-fall events, Larsen et al, 2008. b) Stable North American Reference Frame 1.0 velocity field
adjusted for glacial rebound, Blewitt et al, 2005. c) Composite GPS Velocity Map from, showing solutions from
GPSVEL 0.2, IGS ITRF96, and SCEC 2.0 in NNR (No Net Rotation frame). d) Unpublished image, see similar
images in: Amelung, F.,S-H. Yun, T.R. Walter, P. Segall and S.W. Kim, Stress control of deep rift intrusion at
Mauna Loa volcano, Hawaii. Science 316: 1026-1030 [DOI: 10.1126/science.1140035], 2007. e) Tomography
Solutions During the Water Vapor IOP. The panel shows a moist pocket of air that runs through the boundary
layer. These fields describe how the water vapor is varying within the volume with respect to the mean water
vapor profile. Braun, J. and C. Rocken, GPS Measured Water Vapor Variability at the ARM SGP CF,
Proceedings of the Eleventh Annual Atmospheric Radiation Measurements (ARM) Science Team Meeting,
Atlanta, Georgia, March 2001. For more information please see: http://www.unavco.org/highlights/mgmthighlights/2009/long-range-geodesy-workshop.html
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Facility Support Summary
The UNAVCO Facility in Boulder, CO, is organized into two primary activities: Engineering and
Data. The Facility Engineering Group provides project management, planning, installation,
operations and maintenance of continuous GPS networks around the globe. The Engineering
Group also provides state-of-the-art equipment for campaigns and semi-permanent surveys and
field engineering upon request. Engineers and technicians also undertake technology
development, testing, and systems integration to support new project demands. Curation and
distribution of data are an important part of the Facility’s responsibilities. The Facility Data
Group services include data management and archiving GPS data and data products for future
applications. The Facility also contributes significantly to educational and outreach supporting
the UNAVCO Education and Outreach (E&O) program and PI E&O projects.
Support to Individual Researchers
UNAVCO has the unique and fundamental role of providing solid Earth and cryospheric science
researchers with free access to a pooled resource of geodetic technologies, equipment, data,
technical support and collaboration that are key enablers of fundamental research being
conducted from the equator to the poles (Figure 3).

Figure 3 (left). UNAVCO EAR PI Support. UNAVCO Facility supports PI projects around the globe. Shown at left
is a GPS receiver operating in the continenal rift zone located AFAR region of Ethiopia (E. Calais, Purdue, PI).
(right). UNAVCO OPP PI Support. UNAVCO Facility supports a number of Antarctic and Arctic Projects. The use
of terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) for polar projects has continued to grow. The UNAVCO Optech TLS is shown
scanning the topography of the Mt. Erebus active lava lake (P. Kyle, New Mexico, PI).

UNAVCO also supports JPL in the operation and maintenance of an international GNSS
infrastructure that provides data to enable high-precision scientific applications (Figure 4).
Principal components of this support include operation of NASA’s GGN, and technical services
for the International GNSS Service (IGS). By supporting these activities, UNAVCO assures
availability of a high-quality global data set to develop a high-precision geodetic reference frame
and satellite orbital parameters that are used by nearly every high-precision GNSS geodetic
project. In addition to providing a precise reference frame, the products and data from the IGS are
directly used for global geodetic studies of plate tectonics, mass loading and strain rate. NASA
funding is provided via an NSF pass through to the Facility through this CA.
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Figure 4 (left). UNAVCO support to the NASA GGN. NASA GGN stations are some of the longest running GPS
sites in the IGS network. JPL and UNAVCO are in the process of upgrading some stations to GNSS capability. For
North Liberty (NLIB), the original JPL Dome was damaged and could not be replaced. (right) A specially-designed
mount allows for reoccupation of the existing monument and installation of a SCIGN mount and dome with a new
Topcon GNSS antenna. The North Liberty VLBI dish is shown in the background.

A detailed of account of UNAVCO activities in FY2009 is presented in this report. Two types of
reporting metrics are used. The first is the overall summary of engineering and data activities
over the last six years (Table 1). The second is a set of detailed metrics, given in the main body of
this report, that are associated with specific elements of the Facility’s Work Breakdown Structure
(WBS). Past annual reports, and quarterly or semi-annual interim reports to NSF are archived at
http://www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/reports/reports.html).
The first row in summary Table 1 is the number of PI projects receiving Facility engineering or
equipment support, ranging from project design and budgeting to full field implementation. In
2009, 66 PI projects with EAR and another 41 with community support were supported during
the report period. There were 44 Polar projects (Antarctic and Arctic) supported by the Facility.
The number of non-PBO (and non-PBO Nucleus) permanent stations falling under the Facility
umbrella for general Operations and Management support grew considerably to 643 (479 EAR,
46 Arctic, 38 Antarctic, 80 NASA) in 2009, up from 584 stations in 2008. This includes a mix of
stations that Facility has primary responsibility for O&M as well as stations receiving significant
support from PIs and their collaborators with the Facility having a secondary data management
role. PBO stations are not included as O&M and data management is primarily handled by the
PBO project. Note that the Facility permanent station O&M list from 2004 to 2008 included the
separately-funded PBO Nucleus network of 209 existing university stations. PBO Nucleus
upgrades were successfully completed in 2008 and the network (and remaining funding) was
transitioned to PBO O&M accounting for the drop in total number of permanent stations with
Facility O&M between 2008 and 2009. The metric “Total Support Requests” refers to requests
for support via our support mail alias (support@unavco.org), and by direct requests to staff via
email and phone calls. There were 339 Total Support Requests in 2009. The metric “Unique
Institutions w/ Project Support Requests” shows that there were 57 unique institutions receiving
Project Support.
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Table 1. Summary of overall metrics for Facility engineering and data activities 2000-2009.

2008 (Jan- 2009 (Dec
Nov)
08-Nov 09)

Activity by FY

2004

2005

2006

2007

EAR PI Projects
Supported

48

58

48

52

48

66

37

38

48

48

60

44

22

38

37

49

43

41

793

643

555

593

621

730

(584+209
PBO Nucleus)

(no PBO
Nucleus)

71

41

39

88

41

44

681

1092

1572

1786

1889

OPP PI Projects
Supported
Other
Community
Projects
Permanent
Stations O&M
(incl. PBO
Nucleus, excl.
PBO)
Campaigns
Archived
Permanent
Archived
Total UNAVCO
email/telephone
Support Requests
Unique
Institutions w/
Project Support
Requests

380

(Includes 162 (Includes 373 (Includes 742 (Includes 880 (Includes
(Incl. 40 PBO)
PBO)
PBO)
PBO)
PBO)
1101 PBO)

108

157

131

177

228

339

47

63

46

46

48

57

2.0 UNAVCO Support of PI Science Investigations
The UNAVCO Facility is organized into two primary activities, the Engineering and Equipment
Services that handles engineering, network operations and maintenance and equipment support,
and the Data Center that handles data management, archiving and data distribution. Projects
managed by the Facility include core EAR PI support, OPP PI support, and support of the NASA
GGN; the new cross-cutting Development and Testing activity; and Geodetic Imaging activity
that include management and archiving of the imagery purchased by EarthScope and
management of the INTERFACE Terrestrial Laser Scanning project. The Engineering and
Equipment Services group provides comprehensive permanent and campaign project support
including planning and budgets, installation, operations, training, technical support, field
engineering, and maintenance as well as system testing and development. The group also
maintains, tracks, and ships the UNAVCO central pool receivers that are loaned to projects. The
group also assembles, tests, and repairs permanent station equipment including the new PBO
permanent station and campaign systems. The Data Center handles GPS, SAR, and TLS data
management, archiving, and data distribution tasks; and manages a large and diverse assemblage
of data handling, data storage and retrieval, database, and backup computer systems. Facility
Operations and Infrastructure staff provide a host of information technology resources including
computer systems administration, web, application, administrative, and database support.
5

The Facility’s role in support of the various aspects of a project is depicted in Figure 5. For
individual PI projects the Facility support can be quite comprehensive depending on what other
resources are available to the project.. However for large projects such as EarthScope, UNAVCO
and PBO have substantial resources and the Facility role is directed toward engineering support
upon request, equipment testing and handling, and archiving.

Figure 5. Typical phases of a project and types of support provided by the UNAVCO Facility.

The implementation of a GPS or TLS project is collaborative involving the Principal
Investigators (PIs) and Facility staff and the various phases are depicted in a general fashion in
Figure 5. The process can involve:
1) Technical planning and budget development for proposals
2) Pre-deployment Planning, Preparation and Training including UNAVCO Classes.
3) GPS and/or TLS Data Collection and Network Operation and Maintenance.
4) Data Pre-processing.
5) Data Processing and Scientific Analysis.
6) Archiving of Data and Science Products.

2.1 Engineering and Equipment Support
NSF-EAR Program Support
UNAVCO provides specialized technology support to EAR investigators in utilizing GPS and
TLS within projects. Services and support are offered for a variety of operating modes, including
traditional campaign mode measurements, semi permanent or permanent networks, real-time and
post processed kinematic surveys, and more recently terrestrial laser scanning (TLS).
As described earlier, primary services offered to PIs center around acquiring, distributing,
archiving and applying high-precision geodetic data, including: project management, field
engineering and technical support services to plan and execute surveys and permanent station
installations; network engineering services for permanent network operations, network
maintenance, data flow monitoring and troubleshooting; equipment testing services to evaluate
and improve performance; system integration and software development services for
development of advanced systems; technical support, consultation and training for researchers in
applying geodetic technologies; and logistics services for worldwide deployments, including
property tracking and management, import/export and shipping; and data management and
archiving services.
NSF/EAR PI Project Support
Facility NSF-EAR program support is categorized by task and related metrics in Table 2 below
and is discussed in the following section.
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Table 2. Engineering Performance Metrics – NSF CORE
WBS

Task Name

1.1.1

GPS Engineering and Equipment

1.1.1.2

Permanent Station Operations

1.1.1.3

EAR Project Support

1.1.1.4

Community Project Support

1.1.1.5

Eng Tech Support
Development and Testing (see D&T
section)

1.1.1.6
1.1.1.7

Pool Equipment Maintenance

1.1.1.8
1.1.1.9

PI Equipment Repairs
E&O Support

Metrics

Quantity

# Stations on O&M list
# Troubleshooting events
# Unique PIs
# Projects
# Unique PIs
# Projects
# Unique PIs
# Tech support requests

479
200
35
65
37
41
35
339

# D&T projects completed

5

# Receivers in pool
# Unique PIs
# Repairs completed
# Meetings, classes, workshops

306
49
167
4

Permanent Station Operations
The Facility provides operations and management (O&M) support to 479 continuously operating
stations (Table 3). During this period there were approximately 200 troubleshooting incidents
handled for stations monitored for EAR PIs. This included resolving communication and
equipment issues, shipping replacement equipment, and working with PIs and local contacts to
resolve problems.
The UNAVCO Facility, working closely with PIs and their collaborators, provides O&M support
at three broad levels:
High – UNAVCO Facility provides centralized O&M support that may include retrieving the
data, monitoring station data flow, and proactively responding to problems with data flow or
station hardware. Problems are fixed remotely working with collaborators if necessary. If
maintenance trips or materials are required for O&M, these are funded by the PI’s project.
Medium – PIs or collaborators download the data from the stations, monitor station data flow,
and handle most problems themselves. UNAVCO provides engineering and medium-level
technical support on a request basis. Any UNAVCO Engineering maintenance trips and materials
required for O&M are covered by the PI’s project.
Low – UNAVCO provides only archiving support and a low-level of technical support.
UNAVCO does not monitor or download data from the stations.
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Table 3. Current UNAVCO Facility Operations and Maintenance List
Network Name or
Principal Investigator
No. Active Level of
Location
Stations Effort
Afar
Eric Calais, Purdue
13
high
Bhutan
Roger Bilham, CU
2
high
Calabria
Michael Steckler, LDEO
9
high
CALIPSO
Glen Mattioli, U of Arkansas
4
high
Caribbean Hurricane
Prediction & Geodetic
Network
John Braun, UCAR
12
high
Costa Rica - Nicoya
Tim Dixon, U. Miami
16
high
Galapagos
Dennis Geist, U. Idaho
10
high
GPS Soil Moisture
Kristine Larson, CU
8
high
Guerrero Coast
Kristine Larson, CU
3
high
Las Vegas
Geoff Blewitt, UNR
2
high
Mediterranean
Rob Reilinger, MIT
7
high
Mid America/New Madrid Bob Smalley, U. Memphis
13
high
Northwest Mexico
Rick Bennett, U. of AZ
2
high
Pakistan
Roger Bilham, CU
6
high
Peatland Minnesota
Paul Glaser, U. of Minn.
13
high

Puerto Rico
Rio Grande Rift
E. Med and Red Sea
Continuous
Alaska
Andaman Islands
Bangladesh
BARGEN
Central Asia
Central Iceland
Denali Fault
Ecuador
El Salvador
Ethiopia Tectonics
GULFNET

Guoquan Wang, U of Puerto
Rico
Anne Sheehan, CU

Funding Source
NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR: IF
NSF-EAR: CD
NSF-EAR

NSF-ATM/EAR: IF
NSF-EAR: Tectonics
NSF-EAR-PET&GEOCHEM
NSF-EAR: IF
NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR: Hydrology
NSF-EAR: Tectonics
NSF-EAR: IF
NSF-EAR: Tectonics
Community Other
NSF Geoscience Directorate, Carbon
& Water in the Earth System Program,
interdisciplinary EAR, ATM and OCE

6
25

high
high

NSF-EAR MRI
NSF-EAR: EarthScope

2
1
5
12
44
6
14
2
1
4
4
16

med
med
med
med
med
med
med
med
med
med
med
med

NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR: Tectonics
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR: CD
NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR: F/Geophysics
Community Other
NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR Tectonics
NSF-EAR: IF

39
1
6
11

med
med
med
med

Community USGS
Community NASA
NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Oaxaca, Mexico
PANGA
Southeast Alaska
Tajik-Kyrgyz-Pamir
Uganda

Rob Reilinger, MIT
Jeff Freymueller, UAF
Bilham, CU
Michael Steckler, LDEO
Brian Wernicke, Caltech
Tom Herring, MIT
Rick Bennett, U. of AZ
Jeff Freymueller, UAF
Peter LaFemina, Penn
Chuck DeMets, UW-Madison
Roger Bilham, CU
Roy Dokka, LSU
Asta Miklius, HVO, Paul
Segall, Stanford
Matt Starr, IAGT
Chuck DeMets, UW-Madison
Ben Brooks, University of
Hawaii
Chuck DeMets, UW-Madison
Tim Melbourne, CWU
Jeff Freymueller, UAF
Becky Bendick, U of Montana
Eric Calais, Purdue

6
1
6
4
2

med
med
med
med
med

NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Akutan Volcano
DIVE
DIVE L1

Tom Murray, USGS
Tim Melbourne, CWU
Tim Melbourne, CWU

4
1
2

low
low
low

Community USGS
Community NASA
Community NASA

Hawaii
IAGT
Jalisco, Mexico
Mauna Loa
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EBRY
Hayward Fault L1
Idaho National Laboratory
Mt. Spurr
NEGAR
Okmok Volcano
SAGE, New Zealand
Santorini, Greece
Socorro
SuomiNet-A
SuomiNet-G (Geodetic)
UNAM

Bob Smith, U. Utah
Barbara Romanowitz, UCB
Suzette Payne, INL
Jeff Freymueller, UAF
Jean-Philippe Avouac, Caltech
Jeff Freymueller, UAF
Peter Molnar, CU
Andrew Newman, Georgia
Tech
Andrew Newman, Georgia
Tech
Various ATM PIs
Various EAR/ATM PIs
Vladimir Kostoglodov, UNAM

TOTAL

6
4
13
3
18
4
16
3

low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low

2

low

Community USGS
Community NASA
Community INEL
Community UAF
Caltech
Community USGS
NSF-EAR: Tectonics
Community - NSF Geophysics
Proposal Pending
Community Georgia Tech

32
32
1

low
low
low

NSF-ATM Proposal Pending
NSF-ATM Proposal Pending
Community Other
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PI Project Services
In the last year 107 PI projects (66 EAR, 41 other NSF or Community funded) were supported by
the UNAVCO Facility, ranging from project design and budgets for proposals to full field
deployments for new networks, network upgrades and campaign surveys. The Costa Rica/Nicoya
GPS Network Project is an example of a project that received a full complement of UNAVCO
Facility support. UNAVCO staff was involved in project planning, network design, monument
design, equipment preparation and installation of the equipment. Additionally an UNAVCO
engineer established 5 new and upgraded 5 permanent GPS sites. The network now has 16
permanent GPS stations that are downloaded and archived. A summary listing of PI projects
supported during this semi-annual report period is included in Table 4.
Table 4. UNAVCO Supported Individual PI Projects

Project Name

PI

Support Type

Funding
Source

Continental-scale soil moisture db 2009

Kristine Larson

NSF-ATM

GPS Soil Moisture, Munson Farms
2009

Kristine Larson

P041 High-rate L2C data at P041 for
Soil Moisture

Kristine Larson

Leica GMX902 GG testing 2009
PV controller test 2009
AFAR GPS Campaign 2009 II

Jim Normandeau
Jim Normandeau
Eric Calais

Technical support, Proposal
planning, budgeting & letter of
support
Pool equipment loan, Station data
retrieval & management, Data
archive, Field support
Station data retrieval &
management, Data archive,
Equipment configuration/
integration
Equipment testing
Pool equipment loan
Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Station maintenance,
Technical planning &
consultation, Field support,
Equipment configuration/
integration

NSF-ATM

NSF-ATM

NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR:
Continental
Dynamics

9

Costa Rica Network Expansion and
upgrade 2009

Timothy Dixon

Technical support, Station
maintenance, Station data
retrieval & management,
Equipment purchase, Data
archive, Field support, Data
communications planning,
Equipment configuration/
integration, Proposal planning,
budgeting & letter of support,
Pool equipment loan
Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Station data retrieval &
management, Equipment
purchase, Data archive, Technical
planning & consultation, Field
support, Data communications
planning, Training, Proposal
planning, budgeting & letter of
support

NSF-EAR:
Continental
Dynamics

Malawi rifting 2011

Donna
Shillington

Steep Campaign 2009

Terry Pavlis

Pool equipment loan

Uganda 2009

Eric Calais

Pool equipment loan

Costa Rica - Panama Continuous GPS
Array 2009-2014

Peter La Femina

Pool equipment loan, Proposal
planning, budgeting & letter of
support

GPS Landslide Monitoring 2009

Guoquan Wang

Pool equipment loan

GPS Shaketable Test

Frederick Blume

Pool equipment loan, Data
archive, Technical planning &
consultation, Equipment testing

Iceland Plate Boundary Observatory
2009-2014

Rick Bennett

Technical support, Station
maintenance, Station data
retrieval & management,
Equipment purchase, Data
archive, Technical planning &
consultation, Station installation,
Field support, Equipment
configuration/ integration,
Proposal planning, budgeting &
letter of support

NSF-EAR:
Continental
Dynamics
NSF-EAR:
Continental
Dynamics
NSF-EAR: Earth
Sciences:
Instrumentation
and Facilities
NSF-EAR: Earth
Sciences:
Instrumentation
and Facilities
NSF-EAR: Earth
Sciences:
Instrumentation
and Facilities
NSF-EAR: Earth
Sciences:
Instrumentation
and Facilities

NSF-EAR:
Continental
Dynamics
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Land subsidence and Earth fissures
2009-2012

Rick Bennett

Technical support, Station data
retrieval & management,
Equipment purchase, Data
archive, Technical planning &
consultation, Station installation,
Field support, Data
communications planning,
Equipment configuration/
integration, Proposal planning,
budgeting & letter of support
Technical support, Station data
retrieval & management,
Equipment purchase, Data
archive, Technical planning &
consultation, Station installation,
Field support, Data
communications planning,
Equipment configuration/
integration, Equipment testing
Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Station maintenance,
Station data retrieval &
management, Equipment
purchase, Data archive, Technical
planning & consultation, Field
support, Data communications
planning, Equipment
configuration/ integration,
Equipment testing, Training

NSF-EAR: Earth
Sciences:
Instrumentation
and Facilities

Mayaguez Tide Gauge Station
Collocation 2009-2010

Guoquan Wang

Sierra Negra volcano Phase 2 of
upgrade 2009-2010

Bill Chadwick

Snow Depth Sensing with GPS 20092012

Kristine Larson

Technical support, Data archive,
Proposal planning, budgeting &
letter of support

TLS: Indiana University Field Course
2009

David Phillips

Pool equipment loan including
TLS and EarthScope pool GPS
receivers

Colorado Plateau EarthScope 2009

Corne Kreemer

GNSS Choke Ring Antenna Absolute
PCV Calibrations
Long Valley Caldera - Mono Basin
EarthScope

Meghan Miller

Pool equipment loan, Data
archive, Proposal planning,
budgeting and Letter of Support
Pool equipment loan, Equipment
testing
Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Field support, Proposal
planning, budgeting & letter of
support, Education and Outreach,
Other

NSF-EAR: Earth
Sciences:
Instrumentation
and Facilities
NSF-EAR: Earth
Sciences:
Instrumentation
and Facilities
NSF-EAR:
EarthScope

Rio Grande Rift Station RG26
installation 2009

Anne Sheehan

Michael
Hamburger

Pool equipment loan, Station
maintenance, Equipment
purchase, Data archive, Station
installation, Field support,
Equipment configuration/
integration

NSF-EAR: Earth
Sciences:
Instrumentation
and Facilities

NSF-EAR: Earth
Sciences:
Instrumentation
and Facilities

NSF-EAR:
EarthScope
NSF-EAR:
EarthScope

NSF-EAR:
EarthScope
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Rio Grande Rift Integrated EarthScope
- Renewal

Anne Sheehan

San Gorgonio and San Jacinto Peaks
2009
Snake River Plain 2009

Rick Bennett

Proposal support, Pool equipment
loan, Technical Support, Station
maintenance, Data archive,
Station installation, Field support,
Network or satation
reconnaissance, Data
Communications Planning,
Training, Letter of Support
Pool equipment loan

Robert
McCaffrey
Paul Glaser

Pool equipment loan

TLS- Decadal Landscape Evolution
(Colorado)

Greg Tucker

Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Technical planning &
consultation, Field support,
Proposal planning, budgeting &
letter of support

TLS: Sacramento River Morph
dynamics

Andrew Wilcox

Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Proposal planning,
budgeting & letter of support

Andaman Post Seismic studies 20092010
CAREER: Increasing the use of
imaging geodesy for
E. Med and Red Sea Continuous
Campaign Archiving
Eastern Mediterranean NAF 2009

John Paul
Puchakayala
Matt Pritchard

Pool equipment loan

Red Lake Peatland Observatory repair
2009

Pool equipment loan

Robert Reilinger

Proposal planning, budgeting &
letter of support
Data archive

Robert Reilinger

Pool equipment loan

GPS Landslide Monitoring 2009

Guoquan Wang

Pool equipment loan

Guerreo_Coast_Equipment_Purchase_
2009
Kilauea Dike Intrusions 2007 GPS
Solutions
Kurile Earthquake Continuous Network
Archiving
Pakistan GPS study 2009

Kristine Larson

Equipment purchase, Pool
equipment loan
Solution archive

Pakistan Perm. Station VPN
configuration 2009
TLS: Puerto Rico Landslide
Monitoring

Roger Bilham

TLS: Iceland Pillow Lava

Meagen Pollock

Kristine Larson
Mikhail Kogan
Roger Bilham

Guoquan Wang

Data archive, Pool equipment
loan
Pool equipment loan
Equipment configuration/
integration, Equipment testing
Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Technical planning &
consultation, Field support,
Training
Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Technical planning &
consultation, Field support,
Proposal planning, budgeting &
letter of support

NSF-EAR:
EarthScope

NSF-EAR:
EarthScope
NSF-EAR:
EarthScope
NSF-EAR:
Geobiology and
Low-Temperature
Geochemistry
NSF-EAR:
Geomorphology
and Land Use
Dynamics
NSF-EAR:
Geomorphology
and Land Use
Dynamics
NSF-EAR:
Geophysics
NSF-EAR:
Geophysics
NSF-EAR:
Geophysics
NSF-EAR:
Geophysics
NSF-EAR:
Geophysics
NSF-EAR:
Geophysics
NSF-EAR:
Geophysics
NSF-EAR:
Geophysics
NSF-EAR:
Geophysics
NSF-EAR:
Geophysics
NSF-EAR:
Geophysics

NSF-EAR:
Petrology and
Geochemistry
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A Test of the Existence of the Bering
Plate 2009
Bangladesh rx loan 2009

Mikhail Kogan

Pool equipment loan

Leonardo Seeber

Costa Rica - Panama 2008-2010 year
III
DEAD SEA FAULT CGPS_2009

Peter La Femina

Pool equipment loan, Technical
support
Pool equipment loan

Iceland - LaFemina 2009

Peter La Femina

IZMIT EARTHQUAKE
POSTSEISMIC DEFORMATION
2010-2014
Panama CGPS 2010-2012

Robert Reilinger

North Iceland 2009-2012

Peter La Femina

PIE LTER 2009
PIE LTER 2009 II
Afar Campaign - 2009 part I
AfricaArray Intergraded systems
assembly 2009
ART-GAOS 2010-2013

Anne Giblin
Anne Giblin
Eric Calais
Andy Nyblade

BanglaDrill 2010

Michael Steckler

BanglaDrill PIRE 2010-2015

Michael Steckler

Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Equipment purchase,
Technical planning &
consultation, Proposal planning,
budgeting & letter of support,
Education and Outreach, Other

NSF-OTHER

Deformation scaling in the western
U.S. 2010

Rebecca Bendick

NSF-OTHER

GAMA GPS Antenna loan 2009-2015
Idaho NSF EPSCoR LiDAR 2009

Robert Smalley
Hans-Peter
Marshall
Peter La Femina

Data archive, Technical planning
& consultation, Proposal
planning, budgeting & letter of
support
Pool equipment loan
Pool equipment loan
Proposal planning, budgeting &
letter of support

NSF-OTHER

NSF CAREER Panama-Ecuador 20102015

Robert Reilinger

Rick Bennett

John Braun

Pool equipment loan, Proposal
planning, budgeting & letter of
support
Pool equipment loan
Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Proposal planning,
budgeting & letter of support
Technical support, Station data
retrieval & management,
Equipment purchase, Data
archive, Technical planning &
consultation, Equipment
configuration/ integration,
Equipment testing
Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Equipment purchase,
Proposal planning, budgeting &
letter of support
Pool equipment loan
Pool equipment loan
Pool equipment loan
Pool equipment loan, Equipment
purchase
Proposal planning, budgeting &
letter of support
Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Station maintenance,
Equipment purchase, Proposal
planning, budgeting & letter of
support

NSF-EAR:
Tectonics
NSF-EAR:
Tectonics
NSF-EAR:
Tectonics
NSF-EAR:
Tectonics
NSF-EAR:
Tectonics
NSF-EAR:
Tectonics
NSF-EAR:
Tectonics

NSF-OCE

NSF-OCE
NSF-OCE
NSF-OTHER
NSF-OTHER
NSF-OTHER
NSF-OTHER

NSF-OTHER
NSF-OTHER
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Paleoanthropological Research at
Dikika 2009

Denne Reed

TLS Survey of study sites in Boise
2009
TLS Surveys of Precarious Rocks, AZ,
Summer 2009
Toolik Field Station GIS
US-Malawi planning visit 2009

Warren Barrash

Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Equipment testing,
Training
Pool equipment loan

NSF-OTHER

Technical support, Field support

NSF-OTHER

Field support
Pool equipment loan

NSF-OTHER
NSF-OTHER

Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Technical planning &
consultation, Field support
Pool equipment loan

NSF-OTHER

Uyuni 2009

Ramon
Arrowsmith
N/A
Donna
Shillington
Helen Fricker

Namibia Sand Dunes 2009

Rosaly Lopes

Redoubt volcano response project 2009

Jeffrey
Freymueller
Donald Thomas

Pool equipment loan

Northern CA CGPS densification 2009

Jessica MurrayMoraleda

Redoubt Volcano 2009
TLS Surveys of Precarious Rocks,
SoCal, April 2009

John Paskievitch
Kenneth W.
Hudnut

Yellowstone 2009
Tiltmeter development of teqc

Robert B. Smith
Frederick Blume

Central Baja Co seismic 2009
Chino Hills Aquifer Test

Rocco
Malservisi
Andrew Malone

Technical support, Equipment
purchase, Station installation,
Field support, Equipment
configuration/ integration,
Proposal planning, budgeting &
letter of support
Pool equipment loan
Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Technical planning &
consultation, Field support,
Training
Pool equipment loan
Equipment configuration/
integration, Equipment testing,
Strainmeter/Tiltmeter/Seismic
Support
Pool equipment loan

Costa Rica RTK GPS Network 20092010

Carlos
Rodriguez

Global Geodetic Strain Rate Model

Corne Kreemer

CSAV International Training Course
2009

Pool equipment loan, raining,
Education and Outreach

Pool equipment loan, Station
installation, Training,
Strainmeter/Tiltmeter/Seismic
Support
Technical support, Equipment
purchase, Technical planning &
consultation, Station installation,
Field support, Data
communications planning,
Equipment configuration/
integration, Equipment testing
Data archive, Technical planning
& consultation, Solution archive,
Proposal planning, budgeting &
letter of support, Other

NSF-OTHER

Community
Support
Community
Support
University of
Hawaii and USGS
USGS

USGS
USGS

USGS

Community
Support
Community
Support

Community
Support

Community
Support
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Gordion Archaeological Project 2009

Brian Rose

Pool equipment loan

Community
Support
Community
Support
Community
Support
Community
Support

Hadar Paleoanthropology Field School
2009
Hydrology of the Needles District,
Utah
Indiana University field geophysics
class 2009

Chris Campisano

Pool equipment loan

Barry Eakins

Pool equipment loan

Michael
Hamburger

Indiana University Sierra field class
2009
Indiana University Sierra Nevada field
class
Mono Lake Field Camp 2009

Michael
Hamburger
Michael
Hamburger
Todd Williams

Niwot Ridge GPS Receiver Upgrade

Kristine Larson

Penn State Campaign pool 2009

Peter La Femina

Puerto Rico Northern Coast Uplift
2009-2010
TLS and RTK: SW Montana Faults
2010

Alberto Lopez

Pool equipment loan, Technical
planning & consultation,
Education and Outreach, Other
Pool equipment loan, Technical
support
Technical support, Education and
Outreach, Other
Pool equipment loan, Data
archive
Technical support, Station
maintenance, Station data
retrieval & management,
Equipment purchase, Data
archive, Technical planning &
consultation, Station installation,
Data communications planning,
Equipment configuration/
integration
Equipment purchase, Equipment
configuration/ integration,
Equipment testing, Pool
equipment loan
Pool equipment loan

Bruce Douglas

Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Field support, Training,
Education and Outreach, Other

TLS Green Mountain Reservoir, CO,
Slope Stability

Joe Smith

Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Data archive, Technical
planning & consultation, Field
support, Training, Education and
Outreach

Community
Support

TLS: Indiana University Field Camp
2009 SW Montana

Bruce Douglas

Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Technical planning &
consultation, Field support,
Training, Education and
Outreach, Other

Community
Support

CU Field Geophysics class support
2009

Craig H. Jones

Pool equipment loan

CU course

Community
Support
Community
Support
Community
Support
Community
Support

Community
Support

Community
Support
Community
Support
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Carbon Sequestration 2009-2102

Timothy Dixon

Colorado Plateau-Southern Basin and
Range 2009

Rick Bennett

LDEO Test Facility 2010

James Davis

Equipment purchase, Technical
planning & consultation, Data
communications planning,
Proposal planning, budgeting &
letter of support

Request for CORS training services in
Burkina Faso

Joe Smith

Technical support, Data archive,
Technical planning &
consultation, Station installation,
Field support, Equipment
configuration/ integration,
Training, Education and
Outreach, Other

Millennium
Challenge
Account - Burkina
Faso

Antarctic Altimetry Cal/Val 2010

Christopher A
Shuman

Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Station maintenance,
Station data retrieval &
management, Equipment
purchase, Technical planning &
consultation, Station installation,
Field support, Equipment testing,
Training, Proposal planning,
budgeting & letter of support

NASA-OTHER

CHARACTERIZATION OF ARCTIC
SEA ICE 2009
Cordillera Blanca 2009

James Maslanik

Pool equipment loan

NASA-OTHER

Bryan Mark

NASA-OTHER

SMAP Validation 2009-2010

Kristine Larson

Spatial snow radar campaign 2009

Hans-Peter
Marshall
Helen Fricker

Pool equipment loan, Data
archive
Pool equipment loan, Proposal
planning, budgeting & letter of
support
Pool equipment loan
Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Field support
Pool equipment loan, Station
maintenance, Equipment purchase

NASA-OTHER

Uyuni 2009
Constraining the mass balance of the
Greenland Ice Sheet

Jonathan Bamber

Technical support, Station
maintenance, Station data
retrieval & management,
Equipment purchase, Data
archive, Technical planning &
consultation, Station installation,
Field support, Network or station
reconnaissance, Data
communications planning,
Equipment configuration/
integration, Equipment testing,
Imagery purchase, Proposal
planning, budgeting & letter of
support,
Strainmeter/Tiltmeter/Seismic
Support
Pool equipment loan

DOE

FEMA through
the Arizona State
Geological
Survey
Internal

NASA-OTHER

NASA-OTHER

NERC
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Apache Junction monitoring network
2010-2013

Rick Bennett

UPRM Tide Gauge Collocation 2009

Guoquan Wang

Sustained Offshore GPS Observations
2009

Seth Gutman

CORS install Wake Island 2009

Giovanni Sella

Pool equipment loan, Technical
support, Technical planning &
consultation, Station installation
Technical support, Station data
retrieval & management,
Equipment purchase, Data
archive, Technical planning &
consultation, Station installation,
Field support, Data
communications planning,
Equipment configuration/
integration, Education and
Outreach, Other
Technical support, Equipment
purchase, Technical planning &
consultation, Station installation,
Field support, Equipment
configuration/ integration,
Equipment testing, Training, Pool
equipment loan

NIST

Technical support, Equipment
purchase, Station installation,
Equipment configuration/
integration, Equipment testing

NOAA-NGS

NOAA

NOAA Internal

Engineering Tech Support
During this annual report period the UNAVCO Facility responded to approximately 339 requests
for support via our support mail alias (support@unavco.org), and by direct requests to staff via
email and phone calls.
UNAVCO GPS Receiver Pool
The UNAVCO Facility pool consists of 306 GPS receivers. The last period saw a continued high
level of utilization of the UNAVCO receiver pool (Table 5, Figures 6-8). The Trimble 4000
series receivers have been retired from the actively managed receiver pool due to their age and
being no longer repairable. The Facility has been putting these receivers on long term loans to
various PIs.
Table 5. Receiver Utilization (EAR pool)
EAR IF Pool
Receiver Utilization
Trimble NetRS
82
Average (%)
91
Peak (%)
Unique users

EAR IF Pool
Trimble 5700

84
97
49

EarthScope Pool
Topcon GB1000

44
68
8
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Figure 6. Trimble R7/5700 receiver usage. Shown are the percentage utilization and the total number in the EAR
receiver pool. As of March 2007 OPP receivers are reported separately and are not included in the total.

Figure 7. Trimble NetRS receiver usage. This receiver package is intended for use in semi-permanent receiver pool.

Figure 8. EarthScope/PBO Topcon receiver usage. Shown are the percentage utilization and the total number in the
receiver pool. Use of this pool is restricted to EarthScope or closely associated projects and subject to NSF approval.
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PI Equipment Repairs
During this annual report period UNAVCO handled 167 receiver and other equipment repairs.
The repairs ranged from processing RMA with the manufacturer to board level repairs in-house.

NSF-EAR EarthScope/Plate Boundary Observatory Project Support
The EarthScope-funded pool of 100 Topcon GB-1000 systems was used to support 9 projects
conducted by 8 unique PI’s during the past twelve months. Seven of these projects were funded
by non-EarthScope sources and supported with this equipment at the UNAVCO Project
Manager’s discretion as the UNAVCO Facility’s equipment pool was over-subscribed;
international deployments also require approval by NSF program manager Greg Anderson. The
continued under-subscription of the EarthScope pool has been an ongoing concern since its
inception: during 2009 the average use of this resource has been 44%. However three GPSbased proposals were submitted to the EarthScope panel this July with UNAVCO support that, if
funded, would use 80% of the pool during peak periods.
The Facility’s Equipment Group continues to provide vital resources to the EarthScope campaign
support effort. The staged RMA process for the entire pool of 100 Topcon receivers, was
completed this year, and a large purchase of replacement hardware for maintaining and upgrading
the systems’ power controllers was initiated at the end of Q3. The group will complete the
reconfiguration of the system boxes to address issues with their reliability and usability in the
coming months. The remainder of PBO project support activities were supported the NSF Plate
Boundary Observatory O&M award.
The Topcon PG-A1 GPS antennas included in the EarthScope campaign systems were subject to
detailed tests in early 2009. Data acquired with these antennas during the STEEP project in
Alaska showed vertical position errors of 3 cm. when processed with existing NGS-derived phase
center models; this was confirmed by the PI during tests at Fairbanks. UNAVCO requested that
the NGS retest 6 of the antennas, and the resulting PCV’s, published in May, 2009, resolved the
position discrepancies in the Alaska data. Further testing at Geo++, and the NGS are still
pending while Topcon attempts to resolve the discrepancy internally.
The 25-station Rio Grande Rift (RGR) project
(Figure 9) continues to run smoothly in
operations mode, with UNAVCO’s role one of
training and advising the PI’s staff and archiving
data as they are collected. Detailed analysis of
RGR station performance showed that over 96%
of possible data was returned during its 3 years
of operation; it is among the best-performing
continuous GPS networks ever constructed.
Data quality has been equally high.
As funding for this project expires in Q3 2010, a
follow-on proposal was submitted in July to
continue operating the network through 2015,

Figure 9. Rio Grande Rift Station RG26, McCoy CO, Installed
4/27/09.
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and expanding the project to include magnetotelluric field deployments. If funded, the
UNAVCO Facility’s role in maintaining the network would greatly increase, with responsibilities
currently assumed by the Universities of Colorado and New Mexico to be undertaken by
UNAVCO. Overall, there were 13 projects (EAR, Community, NASA and OPP) with 11 unique
users. The EarthScope pool of 100 receivers was utilized on average 44%.
UNAVCO Facility Development and Testing
After a five-year hiatus, the UNAVCO Facility has reestablished a formal Development and
Testing group as of the first quarter of 2009. The effort is currently staffed only by Sr. Project
Manager Frederick Blume, and must rely on staff support from other UNAVCO Facility and
Plate Boundary Observatory groups on an ad-hoc basis. To date there have been a total of 8
project completed (Table 6) and 12 projects underway (Table 7). These projects include a variety
of hardware, firmware, and software applications to UNAVCO’s existing systems, including
GNSS receivers, antennae, data communications, power systems, and the development of new
instrumentation.
A key component of GNSS hardware Development and Testing is the ability to process and
analyze data using high-precision carrier-phase techniques and packages such as GAMIT,
Bernese, and GIPSY. To date GAMIT has been installed on a central server at UNAVCO and
has been used in basic mode by the Project Manager to process short-baseline data associated
with the tests of new firmware for the Trimble NetRS receiver. However to properly understand
and make use of these packages, a dedicated, full-time engineer is a requirement.
The management and ongoing development of the UNAVCO Facility’s Online Knowledge Base
(http://facility.unavco.org/kb/) is also a primary responsibility of the Development and Testing
group. With dedicated support from the Facility’s webmaster, the KB has been in public beta
release since December, 2008. Population of the KB with updated material from our website and
new articles contributed by UNAVCO staff is ongoing, and a final public release of the system is
planned for H2 2010.

Table 6. Development and Testing Projects Completed in 2009

Project Name

PI/Requestor

Personnel
Involved

Description

Topcon GB-1000
Firmware 3.4
Acceptance
Iridium-GPS
Interference Test

UNAVCO Facility and
Plate Boundary
Observatory
UNAVCO Facility
Polar Group

F. Blume

Topcon PG-A1
GNSS Antenna PCV
Calibration

J. Freymueller (U. of
Alaska), UNAVCO
Facility and Plate
Boundary Observatory

Evaluated and accepted
functionality and data quality of
latest GB-1000 firmware relase.
Determine minimum separation
between GPS and Iridium
antennas: 10 meters.
Verify Phase Center Calibrations
for PG-A1 antenna. New values
inconsistent with earlier tests were
published by NGS, further tests to
be conducted by Topcon.

T. Nylen (UNAVCO
Facility Polar Group),
F. Blume.
C. Geoghegan (National
Geodetic Survey),
Topcon Positioning
Systems.
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BGAN Satellite
Communication
Evaluation

UNAVCO Facility and
Plate Boundary
Observatory

A. Morrison
(UNAVCO Facility
NSF Support Group), F.
Blume.

GPS Shaketable
Prototype Test

G. Wang (U. or Puerto
Rico Mayaguez),
UNAVCO Facility

G. Wang (UPRM), F.
Blume, Y. Bock (SIO)
ANCO Engineers
Boulder.

Portable Integrated
WiFi
Communications
package

UNAVCO Facility

Jim Normandeau
(UNAVCO Facility
NSF Support Group)

East Greenland
Glacier L1
Network

M. Nettles, LDEO

M. Okal
(UNAVCO Facility
Polar Support Group)

Polar power and
communications
MRI

UNAVCO Facility

B. Johns, S. White,
(UNAVCO Facility
Polar Support Group)

Determine suitability of BGAN
broadband data communications
system for UNAVCO/PBO
stations. BGAN is useful subject
to VPN requirement and high-cost
limitations.
Conduct high-rate GPS
acquisition experiment on
prototype outdoor shake table
built by ANCO to support
possible NSF I&F proposal. Data
acquisition and compilation is
complete, analysis and publication
is ongoing.
Develop and test a Portable
Integrated WiFi Communications
package that will allow
connectivity to any WiFi service
which in turn is directly VPNtnuneled to the UNAVCO
Facility.
Develop L1 network hardware for
rapid on-ice deployment and data
retrieval via radio and Iridium
links.
Developed polar power and
communications systems for
rapid, light aircraft deployment.

Table 7 – Prioritized In-Progress Development and Testing Projects

Project Name

PI/Requestor

Personnel
Involved

Description

Trimble NetRS
Receiver Firmware
Acceptance

UNAVCO Plate
Boundary Observatory

F. Blume, L Estey, D.
Maggert and M. Beldyk
(Facility Data Group),
W. Gallaher, W.
Szeliga, D. Mencin, and
J. Smith (PBO), S.
White (Polar Group),
Trimble Engineering
Dept.

GNSS Receiver
Specification and
Evaluation

UNAVCO Facility

F. Blume, J.
Normandeau (NSF
Support Group), V.
Andreatta (NASA
Support Group), B.
Johns (Polar)

Test latest NetRS firmware for
usability, data quality, and
robustness. While adding many
new features and fixing many
existing bugs, version 1.2-0 was
found to have outstanding issues.
Four subsequent beta versions
have been evaluated and rejected,
and Trimble will issue a new
version shortly.
Evaluate “next generation” GNSS
receivers from Leica (1200+),
Topcon (NetG3a), Trimble
(NetR8) and others and determine
specifications and requirements
on behalf of the UNAVCO
community.
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Evaluate effect of
L2C Tracking in
NetRS on Carrier
Phase Positioning

UNAVCO Facility and
Plate Boundary
Observatory

F. Blume, L. Estey
(Facility Data Group)

Trimble NetR8
GNSS Receiver
Evaluation using L5
Demonstration

UNAVCO Facility and
Plate Boundary
Observatory

F. Blume, L. Estey and
D. Maggert (Facility
Data Group), W.
Gallaher PBO), C. Noll
(CDDIS), Trimble
Engineering Dept.

Trimble GNSS
Choke Ring Antenna
(59800.00) Testing
and Calibrations

UNAVCO Facility and
Plate Boundary
Observatory.

V. Andreatta (NASA
Support Group), F.
Blume, PBO Data
Analysis Centers,
Geo++.

teqc 7f-05 GNSS
BINEX Support

UNAVCO Facility and
Plate Boundary
Observatory

L Estey (Facility Data
Group), F. Blume

PBO Cellular
Communications
Evaluation

UNAVCO Plate
Boundary Observatory

K. Austin and J. Smith
(PBO), F. Blume.

Topcon
NetG3/NetG3A
GNSS Receiver
Evaluation

D. Stowers (Jet
Propulsion Laboratory)

V. Andreatta (NASA
Support Group), D.
Stowers (JPL), F.
Blume, Topcon
Software Division.

Leica GMX902GG
GNSS Receiver
Evaluation

UNAVCO Facility
NSF Support Group

J. Normandeau
(UNAVCO Facility
NSF Support Group), F.
Blume

Ensure that changing L2C
tracking mode does not affect
carrier phase position due to
quadrature modulation. In
progress as part of NetRS
firmware acceptance and teqc
modification by data group.
Evaluate Trimble NetR8 receiver
functionality, data quality and
robustness, using L5
demonstration signal to test
translation and data-flow
software. L5 has been tracked
and logged successfully after
modifications to teqc and data
flow. Data to be shared with
community via CDDIS.
Evaluate data quality and
positioning of Trimble’s new
GNSS Choke Ring Antenna for
use by PBO and the community.
Preliminary results show good
data quality but unexplained
position jumps that may be due to
questionable PCVs. Calibrations
by Geo++ and further analysis in
progress.
Modify teqc to handle GNSScompatible 7f-05 BINEX
messages. Currently teqc only
supports 7f-03 which is limited to
a single L2 observable and
supports neither GLONASS nor
L5 observations. Preliminary teqc
support has been implemented;
BINEX specification is being
reviewed.
Evaluate DIGI WAN Cellular
modem for use in PBO’s Pacific
Northwest Real-Time upgrade
project. DIGI units are lower
price and use less power than
Proxicast currently in use.
Evaluate NetG3 receiver for
suitability of use in GGN. L2C
and GLONASS data quality have
been analyzed; L5 tracking has
not been implemented by Topcon.
Tests are ongoing.
Evaluate Leica’s simple
GMX902GG for usability and
data quality. Unit was difficult to
configure and unreliable and is
not recommended for use by our
community.
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PSI GPS Choke
Ring Antenna
Evaluation
JPL Ring Mount
Design

UNAVCO Facility

Setting up TLS
workflow for GPS

UNAVCO Facility

UNAVCO Facility

V. Andreatta and N.
Flores (NASA Support
Group), F. Blume.
V. Andreatta and N.
Flores (NASA Support
Group)

M. Okal , D. Walker, D.
Phillips, F. Blume (NSF
OPP)

Testing of a prototype passive
GPS antenna from PSI.
Design, fabrication and testing of
a ring mount adapter for
installation at reference fram
stations that have an existing JPL
FLYNN mount..
Integration of GPS hardware into
TLS workflow including timestamping and positioning.

Project Highlight: Shaketable Experiment
The UNAVCO Facility and Prof. Guoquan Wang of the University of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez
investigated the development or acquisition of an outdoor shake table facility. The device would
be used to assess the precision and accuracy of the use of high-rate GPS seismology techniques in
real-time earthquake and tsunami warning systems, determine the earthquake-resistance of GPS
hardware and data communications systems,
and to refine real-time and post-processing
data analysis and processing techniques. We
established contacts with Boulder-based
ANCO Engineers, a company with 35 years
of experience designing and constructing
custom shake-tables for a variety of uses
around the world. Although there are many
sophisticated shake-tables in use by
structural engineers, there is only one located
outdoors and thus suitable for testing GPS: a
one-degree-of-freedom table at the Network
for Earthquake Engineering Simulation
(NEES) Facility at U.C. San Diego, and time Figure 10. GPS antennas and Strong motion accelerometer
mounted on 6-Degree of Freedom hydraulic shake-table. A
on this unit is expensive and booked for
reference antenna was operated on a nearby roof.
months in advance. A multi-degree-offreedom (3 or 6) is required for proper testing of GPS, and we explored possibilities for custom
designs for an electric unit with ANCO.
In mid-April ANCO completed a 6-degree-of-freedom hydraulic shake-table for delivery to a
Greek University and offered to assemble it in their parking lot in Boulder and allow us to run
some tests as a proof of concept (Figure 10). We mounted three choke-ring antennas and a
strong-motion accelerometer on the table and operated two stationary GPS reference stations in
the vicinity, all using Trimble NetRS receivers. In addition to logging data at rates of 15 sec., 1
sec., 5 Hz, and 10 Hz, 1 Hz data were streamed in real-time using a 3G cellular modem over the
internet to Yehuda Bock at Scripps. A single modem was capable of handling 1 Hz streams from
4 receivers simultaneously. The table was used to subject the GPS antennas to a series of static
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displacements (Fling Steps) in 3 dimensions, a series of sine waves at frequencies between 2 Hz
and 0.25 Hz in three dimensions in with amplitudes of 15 to 50 cm.
Data quality from this demonstration experiment was excellent, with relatively low multipath
values observed in spite of the fact that the antennas were mounted a few cm above the solid
aluminum table. A dedicated GPS shake-table facility would be constructed of a non-metallic
material to further improve signal quality. The preliminary results suggest the utility of investing
in a UNAVCO-owned shake-table facility. Once the data have been analyzed more thoroughly
we will consider a proposal to acquire one if logistical and operational challenges can be
overcome in the long run.

Geodetic Imaging
Geodetic imaging support at UNAVCO included two primary components this period:
1) terrestrial laser scanning (TLS, a.k.a. ground based LiDAR) projects supported through the
NSF I&F funded INTERFACE project and 2) airborne laser scanning (ALS, a.k.a. airborne
LiDAR), and 3) satellite InSAR imagery acquired as part of EarthScope and supported as part of
PBO Operations and Maintenance (O&M). Additional TLS support is provided by UNAVCO
Facility Polar Services. Additional InSAR support is provided by the UNAVCO Facility Data
Group. The Geodetic Imaging Project Manager (D. Phillips) oversees INTERFACE and
EarthScope geodetic imagery O&M support and works closely with the Polar and Data groups
and others on all imaging related activities at UNAVCO.
As part of general geodetic imaging support and community building activities, D. Phillips
attended numerous community gatherings this period in order to give presentations, chair
sessions, and provide training. Meeting included the following: American Geophysical Union
(AGU) Fall Meeting, San Francisco, CA, December 2008, Seismological Society of America
(SSA) meeting, Monterey, CA, April 2009, EarthScope National Meeting, Boise, ID, May 2009,
American Geophysical Union (AGU) Joint Assembly, Toronto, Canada, May 2009, Southern
California Earthquake Center (SCEC) meeting, Palm Springs, CA, September 2009, and
EarthScope WESP meeting, Snowbird, UT, October 2009. D. Phillips also co-instructed TLS
Short Course at the Geological Society of America (GSA) meeting, Portland, OR, October 2009.
D. Phillips also engaged in TLS education and outreach activities that included student training
and data collection support as part of the NSF funded RESESS program at UNAVCO, training
for the Indiana University geology field camp.
Tripod Laser Scanner Support
TLS support resources and activities at UNAVCO expanded significantly this period. UNAVCO
currently provides the following TLS support services: project planning, proposal preparation,
instrumentation and engineering support, and other services currently under development.
Community interest in TLS continues to grow rapidly. To help meet community demand for TLS
support, UNAVCO received new funding from NSF EAR this period through two means: 1) a
joint MRI proposal and 2) a supplement to the Facility Cooperative Agreement. In January 2009
UNAVCO and Central Washington University submitted a Major Research Instrumentation
(MRI) proposal to NSF EAR entitled “Collaborative Research MRI: Acquisition of Terrestrial
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Laser Scanning Systems for Earth Science Research”. This proposal, which requested two new
TLS instrument systems, was well reviewed and fully funded. In summer 2009, NSF EAR I&F
awarded a supplement to the UNAVCO Cooperative Agreement budget to cover the acquisition
of three new TLS instruments and partial salary support for the Geodetic Imaging Project
Manager. Through these awards, UNAVCO ordered three new TLS instruments in November
2009 and will order two additional instruments in 2010, one of which will be shared half time
with Central Washington University. Delivery of these instruments will take place in the
December 2009 to January 2010 time frame. UNAVCO will commission these instruments in
January 2010 with the goal of being able to support projects with the new instruments beginning
in February 2010.
In order to determine the most appropriate TLS instruments to purchase using the above awards,
UNAVCO issued a request for proposals (RFP) in summer 2009 and spent several months
evaluating systems through on site demonstrations and community feedback including current
and potential TLS users. The instruments ordered in November 2009 included one Riegl Z620,
one Riegl VZ-400, and one Leica ScanStation C10. Each have unique capabilities and together
represent a well rounded suite of instruments that will allow UNAVCO to support a diverse range
of projects according on PI requirements. The Optech ILRIS 3D which UNAVCO acquired two
years ago through an NSF Polar MRI will also continue to serve as part of the UNAVCO TLS
pool on an as available basis, as it has been. The currently owned and newly ordered instruments
comprising the current UNAVCO TLS pool are shown in Figures 11a-11d.

Figure 11c. Leica
ScanStation C10 terrestrial
laser scanner. This system
Figure 11a. Riegl LMSFigure 11b. Riegl VZ-400 provides very high accuracy,
Z620 terrestrial laser
terrestrial laser scanner.
very tight point spacing, and
scanner. This instrument
This
system
provides
very
very high rate date
provides high accuracy
high rate data collection, collection at short ranges
measurements over long
(less than 200 m) and is
ranges (up to 2000 m). This high accuracy, and full
waveform measurements relatively lightweight and
system is considered the
over medium distances
compact. This is the newest
"workhorse" scanner by
scanner introduced by Leica.
INTERFACE investigators (e.g. less than 500 m).
This is the newest scanner
due to its performance and
introduced by Riegl.
versatility.

Figure 11d. Optech ILRIS
3D terrestrial laser scanner.
UNAVCO acquired one of
these instruments in 2007
for polar project support. It
provides high accuracy
over long ranges (up to
1500 m) and has been
successfully used to support
most UNAVCO TLS
projects to date. This
instrument will continue to
be an important part of the
pool for both polar and
non-polar projects.
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The NSF Polar MRI award was closed out successfully in June 2009. This award allowed for the
support of many PI projects (see list below) and just as importantly provided UNAVCO with an
understanding of the logistical and personnel resources necessary to support TLS projects at
appropriae levels.
UNAVCO TLS acitivities this period were also supported by the NSF EAR I&F funded
INTERFACE project. INTERFACE (INTERdisciplinary alliance for digital Field data
ACquisition and Exploration) is a community led program managed by UNAVCO to help
geoscientists in obtaining high resolution and precision, 3D surface data. INTERFACE is
intended to provide a one-stop shop for users at any experience level to obtain instrumentation,
software, and instruction in the collection of earth surface data by TLS.
A summary of TLS activities this period includes:
•

TLS survey of precariously balanced rocks (PBR’s) in Southern California, in April, 2009.
PI: Ken Hudnut, USGS. Collaborative partners: researchers and students from Arizona State
University, Caltech, UC Riverside, and UCSB/Lawrence Livermore Labs.

•

TLS survey of soil moisture study sites near Boulder, CO, in April and May, 2009. PI’s: J.
Braun, K. Larson, University of Colorado. Project title: “Development of GPS as a Soil
Moisture Instrument”. Included TLS surveys of various sites including the GPS antenna
testing site at Marshall, CO and agricultural fields in Boulder, CO.

•

TLS data acquisition and system evaluation in Panamint Valley, CA, in January, 2009.
UNAVCO participated in a collaborative study led by UTD, the University of Kansas, and
the University of New Mexico that also involved researchers from the University of Nevada
Reno and the Pennsylvania State University, to image fault scarps and pluvial shorelines in
Panamint Valley of southeastern California by three LiDAR scanners to assess repeatability
in the characterization of natural surfaces and will provide real world estimates of the types
the signals that can be measured in time-series studies of geomorphic change.

•

TLS training and data collection for RESESS project at UNAVCO in summer 2009. PI: Greg
Tucker (CU). RESESS Protege: Fernando Martinez (U. Puerto Rico). Project title: "A Study
of Gully Erosion Dynamics and Processes at Bijou Creek, Colorado, using Laser Scanning
and Aerial Photography." F. Martinez presented his work on this project at the 2009 Society
for the Advancement of Chicanos and Native Americans in Science (SACNAS) meeting and
received the "Best Presentation" award in the geosciences category.

•

TLS training for the Indiana University Geology Field Camp in southwestern Montana in July
2009. PI: Bruce Douglas (IU). This was a proof of concept exercise designed to introduce
TLS to the undergraduate field curriculum. This was considered a success by the field camp
faculty and UNAVCO and plan are underway for a more formal TLS component during the
2010 course. UNAVCO used a scanner provided by INTERFACE PI Doug Walker at KU to
support this project. Figure 12a shows an IU geology student operating the TLS in the field.
Figure 16b shows a TLS pointcloud, colored with photographic pixels, of the IU field station;
these data were acqired as part of a student demonstration.
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Figure 12a (left). Indiana University student helps conduct a TLS survey in western Montana as a training
exercise during the Indiana University geology field course. PI: B. Douglas (IU). Figure 12b (right). TLS point
cloud, colored with photographic pixels, of the Indiana University geology field station in Montana. These data
were acquired as part of a student TLS demonstration. PI: B. Douglas (IU).

•

TLS Short Course offered as part of the Geological Society of America (GSA) meeting in
Portland, OR in October 2009. Course title: "GSA Short Course: #501 INTERFACE
WORKSHOP: Recent Developments in the Methods and Applications of Terrestrial Laser
Scanning (Ground-based LiDAR) in Geologic Research and Education". Instructors: J.
Oldow, C. Aiken, D. Phillips. Twenty people registered for this course.

•

TLS support can be requested through the standard UNAVCO PI support request form at
http://achaia.unavco.org/support.aspx.

•

UNAVCO has participated in ongoing evaluation of TLS instrumentation, software, and
workflow including close communications with TLS users in the NSF EAR community and
TLS hardware manufacturers such as Optech and Riegl.

•

UNAVCO configured a computer server to allow supported users to remotely login and
access specialized TLS processing software. Graduate student Caroline O'Hara from Penn
State, working with PI Peter La Femina, has used this system extensively to process data she
collected using the UNAVCO TLS system in Iceland for her Masters Degree. Other users
included graduate students at the University of Idaho and INTERFACE PI's at UT Dallas.
The server-based processing system makes effective use of costly software and provides a
convenient platform for UNAVCO engineers to provide remote assistance with processing.

•

A UNAVCO TLS website is under development that will provide resources relevant to TLS
earth science research including data acquisition guidelines, processing guidelines, tools
developed by INTERFACE partners, and so on.

In summary, 2009 was a pivotal year for TLS support development at UNAVCO. A wide variety
of PI projects were supported, new funding was received from NSF, new instruments were
ordered, and community education and outreach efforts were expanded. Numerous TLS projects
are already scheduled to be supported in 2010, and UNAVCO supported TLS projects are taking
place in Antarctica as this report is being written.
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EarthScope Geodetic Imagery Support
EarthScope Geodetic Imagery products include Airborne LiDAR and Satellite InSAR data that
were acquired as part of GeoEarthScope, a component of the Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO)
MREFC that concluded in September 2008. Key PBO Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
activities since that time related to EarthScope imagery data products include staging and
distribution of airborne LiDAR and satellite InSAR imagery, finalizing the processing of imagery
products prior to distribution as needed, and supporting community use of these data.
Airborne LiDAR / Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) imagery. Final data processing and
distribution of this dataset took place throughout this period, supported by the National Center for
Airborne Laser Mapping (NCALM) and the Open Topography group. The status of EarthScope
LiDAR data processing and release is provided below (Tables 8a and b). All remaining products
are planned for release around the time of the Fall 2009 AGU meeting.
Table 8a. Data Processing Release

Project/Region Preliminary Preliminary
Final
Delivery from Released and
Processing by Review by Processing NCALM to Available from
NCALM
Working by NCALM
GEON
Open
Group
Topography
NoCal

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

SoCal

100%

100%

100%

80%

50%

ISB

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

PNW

100%

100%

100%

0%

0%

Alaska

100%

100%

100%

90%

0%

Table 8b. Data Processing Release*

Downloads
Project/ Region

Point Processing

DEM Tiles
(Arc Binary)

KML for
DEM Tiles

KML for
Hillshades

Processing Processed Points
Jobs

NoCal

19,930

1,106

2,065

419

6.83 billion

SoCal

2,924

531

1196

45

1.85 billion

ISB

2,634

n/a

553

30

723.6 million

PNW

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Alaska

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

*Data access statistics (from http://www.opentopography.org) through 11/6/09.

GeoEarthScope ALS imagery from Yellowstone, released in May 2009, were highlighted at the
EarthScope National Meeting in Boise, ID and the associated field trip led by R. Smith.
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EarthScope LiDAR data from the southern San Andreas, Elsinore and Owens Valley faults were
released during the 2009 SCEC meeting.
Critical Success Factor: LiDAR Data
Data Archived
10 TB

Data Accessed
25,488 DEM tiles through 11/6/2009

Unique Domains
967 through 11/6/2009

Satellite InSAR imagery. The following table (Table 9) summarizes EarthScope InSAR data
download activity from January through October 2009. Note: user stats from recent months also
updated based on re-compiled data.
Table 9. EarthScope InSAR Data Download Activity

Month (2009) Total count of
No. of
approved Mini-Cats users this
(all to date)
period
Jan
24
3
Feb
27
6
Mar
34
8
Apr
36
7
May
36
6
Jun
37
8
Jul
38
6
Aug
39
9
Sep
40
7
Oct
43
10
Year to Date 43
70

No. of data No. of downloaded
requests scenes this period
this period
6
17
19
323
20
254
21
267
27
90
27
626
38
681
22
239
26
319
23
315
229
3,131

Downloaded data
volume (GB) this
period
4
76
70
55
84
127
138
71
100
119
844

Data holdings and status in UNAVCO archive (Table 10). Only minor increases are expected
now that most data ordered during the MREFC period have been delivered and ingested.
Table 10. Data Holdings and Status

Satellite
ERS1
ERS2
Envisat
RSAT1
Total

Scenes*
5023
19068
4384
10930
39405

Frames*
14378
35817
8860
47421
106476

Data Volume
2381 GB
5394 GB
1152 GB
8394 GB
17321 GB

Note: a "scene" is one unbroken sequence of SAR signal, of any length, in a single data file. The "frame" counts are
based on 15 seconds of SAR signal per frame.
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NASA/SENH Program Support
The UNAVCO Facility with JPL provides support for the NASA GNSS infrastructure through a
network of 80 permanent GNSS stations called the Global GNSS Network (GGN) which
represents approximately 20% of the stations that make up the IGS GNSS permanent station
global network (Figure 13). Data from these stations are used to produce highly accurate products
that are essential for Earth science research, multidisciplinary applications, and education.
Regular fiscal accountability reports and use of the NASA-Statement of Work (SOW) as a living
document and discussion/concurrence via regular meetings with JPL/Caltech Product Delivery
Manager (David Stowers), help to ensure consistency between NASA-funded IGS efforts, JPL
GNSS programs, and the resources and expertise applied to these efforts and programs by
UNAVCO. Performance metrics for NASA/SENH program support are given in Table 11.

Figure 13. Map showing GGN stations and a current (November 2009) snapshot of the network status. Green
dots indicate stations that are operational, yellow dots are operational and have additional L2C capability with a
second receiver; blue dots are operational and have GLONASS capability, also with the addition of a second
receiver; red dots are currently non-operational; and orange dots indicate stations that have been
decommissioned.

Currently 70 of the 80 GGN stations are fully operational providing daily files to the NASA and
IGS community. In addition, all of these stations provide a one second stream of real-time data to
JPL and various users worldwide. A number of stations shown above as non-operational are in
this state due to issues beyond UNAVCO’s control. We are hopeful that the appropriate
organizations will be successful in bringing these stations online in the near future. Our local
collaborators in South Africa will be performing maintenance on a number of stations which are
currently shown as non-operational. They hope to have the stations repaired by December.
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Table 11. Engineering Performance Metrics – NASA CORE (12/01/08 – 10/22/09)

WBS

1.2.1.2

1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4.1
1.2.1.4.2

Task
Engineering and
Equipment Services
Permanent Station
Operations

Permanent Station
Maintenance
Development and
Testing
Equipment Repairs
PI Project Support

Numbers

Performance Metrics

# stations monitored (on
O&M list),
80
# station troubleshoot
events
757
# new stations installed 1
# field trips or upgrades
# D&T projects
completed
# receivers repaired
#Projects

16
4
5
1

As part of its support, the UNAVCO Facility responded to approximately 757 individual
troubleshooting and maintenance issues during the report period (December 1, 2008 through
November 30, 2009 ), and will handle approximately 50 more incidents thru the end of the year.
These troubleshooting incidents include: communication outages, receiver repairs, configuration
changes, as well as hardware upgrades at 16 stations. In addition, one new GGN station was
added and is discussed below.
New GGN Installations
One new GGN station was installed this year, and the details for another new station in Nigeria
are being worked out with local collaborators. Thirteen new GLONASS stations were added to
the network with help from local collaborators. JPL led the effort and UNAVCO provided
support when appropriate. The GLONASS stations are co-located with existing GGN/IGS
stations, with new GNSS receivers installed on splitters. The new installations and GLONASS
expansion sites are outlined below.
UNAVCO and JPL are collaborating with Mr. Moshe Rozemblum, Manager of Field Survey
Division for the Survey of Israel, on the addition of a new station to the GGN. The station is
named after Binyamin Shmuter (BSHM), the first head of the faculty for the department of
Geodesy at the Israel Institute of Technology, in Haifa, Israel. The station will provide GPS plus
GLONASS data to users worldwide and will fill an important gap with regards to GLONASS
coverage in this particular area of the world. In addition to the real-time stream to JPL,
UNAVCO also helped to setup NTRIP, another real-time stream of data for the investigators use
in Israel.
In order to increase global coverage and provide GLONASS data to investigators worldwide,
thirteen GNSS capable receivers have been deployed to selective locations worldwide (blue dots
shown on Figure 13 above). Most stations coincide with stations which are already part of the
GGN and IGS Global Geodetic tracking Network and some were also stations which took part in
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the “First Demonstration of Global Civil Tracking of the Block II-RM L2C Signal (GCTL2C)”
funded by NASA (yellow dots shown on Figure 13). Equipment was shipped directly from
UNAVCO for the following stations: Palmer Station, Antarctica (PALV), The Israeli Institute of
Technology, Haifa, Israel (BSHM), Sutherland, South Africa (SUTV), North Liberty, Iowa
(NLIV), Biskek, Kyrgyzstan (POLV), and Arequipa, Peru (AREV). JPL facilitated the shipping
and installation for the remainder of the stations included in the GLONASS expansion, including:
Kokee Park, Hawaii (KOKV), Pasadena, California (JPLV), Goddard Space Flight Center,
Maryland (GODZ), Diego Garcia, (DGAV), Fairbanks, Alaska (FAIV), Richmond, Florida
(RCMV), and Tidbinbilla, Australia (TIDV).
Existing GGN Station Upgrades
As part of the ongoing equipment upgrades of the GGN network, computers were purchased and
configured with Linux Fedora Core 4 and Fedora Core 9 Operating System. Sixteen GGN
stations received new computer systems as well as updated receivers in order to make the
network more homogeneous in regard to configuration, security, and capability. More station
upgrades are planned and should be completed by the end of the year or early next year. Five
Ashtech CGRS receivers have been returned to UNAVCO and sent back to the manufacturer for
hardware upgrades and repairs during this period, leaving no known Ashtech field receivers in
need of an upgrade.
The following stations have been upgraded, or are waiting for the local collaborators to install
equipment which has been shipped to them, including: Ashtech receivers, Ashtech or Topcon
chokering antennas, computer systems, other hardware items including new GPS antenna cables,
lightning protection, networking hubs/switches, and UPS systems. The Crimean Astrophysical
Observatory, Simeiz, Ukraine (CRAO), Quincy, California (QUIN), Rabat, Morocco (RABT),
Cachoeira Paulista, Brazil (CHPI), Yamoussoukro, Cote d'Ivorie (YKRO), Usuda, Japan
(USUD), Sutherland, South Africa (SUTH), Simonstown, South Africa (SIMO), Zambia
(ZAMB), Diego Garcia (DGAR), Chumysh, Kazakstan (CHUM), Bishkek, Kyrgystan (POL2),
North Liberty, Iowa (NLIB), Palmer Station, Antarctica (PALM), and the Arequipa Laser
Tracking Station, Peru (AREQ).
The Cachoeira Paulista, Brazil (CHPI) IGS station (Figure 14) was outfitted in February this year
with a pair of wireless ethernet radio’s which allow the streaming of 1 second data to JPL using
RTNT. The site was previously downloaded via phone modem on an hourly basis. The
upgrading of this station to full time internet has been a long awaited addition to the GGN
network and all respective parties are pleased with the outcome. This station also provides a 1
second BINEX stream to an NtripCaster which was setup for our Brazillian collaborators at
Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais (National Institute for Space Research- INPE), while in
Brazil. The Caster will be used to relay real-time data to users at INPE, Instituto Brasileiro de
Geografia e Estatistica (IBGE), and JPL. In return, IBGE will provide access to data from their
network of real time stations in Brazil.
The GGN/IGS station in Yamoussoukro, Cote d'Ivorie (YKRO) is again on-line with a new
computer and a new Ashtech receiver and antenna, completing the upgrade of this important
West-African station. Re-establishing this station became doubly important as we have
decomissioned the station in Franceville, Gabon (MSKU) due to lack of local interest and
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support. This was accomplished with the cooperation of our collaborators at the USGS, one of
whom traveled to the station to retrieve the abandoned equipment and ship it back to UNAVCO.

Figure 14. Photo of upgraded CHPI GNSS station, from left to right: Assigned
driver (INPE), Nicandro Flores (UNAVCO), Juliano Raphael (INPE), and
Victoria Andreatta (UNAVCO).

Future GNSS equipment and computer upgrades are planned for: Fort Davis, Texas (MDO1);
Mersen, Turkey (MERS); and Ensenada. Mexico (CIC1).
NASA Development and Testing Activities
NASA's Global GNSS Network (GGN) will need to have the ability to respond to changes in
GNSS equipment technology and availability, along with related additions/advances in GNSS
signals and constellations, while maintaining network stability. In order track these new satellites
and signals, new equipment will need to be tested and validated. The Marshall facility (Figure
22) will be used to test permanent GNSS station equipment in a controlled, but realistic
environment, ensuring the GGN will be prepared to meet the requirements of tomorrow's GNSS
technology, and be able to better model the uncertainties and biases that will inevitably follow
equipment upgrades at core reference frame sites.
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Beginning in Q2 of 2009 the UNAVCO Facility established a separate Development and Testing
Group. Currently staffed by Sr. Project Manager, Dr. F. Blume, the effort is supported by funds
from NASA, NSF, as well as the Plate Boundary Observatory. As there is currently insufficient
funding within UNAVCO to staff a Development and Testing Engineer, projects must be
supported on an individual basis by staff from other UNAVCO groups, including NASA, as
available and appropriate.
A test to compare the differences between the original Trimble GPS-only choke ring
(TRM29659.00) and the new Trimble GNSS choke ring (TRM59800.00) was completed earlier
this year. The results from this test raised concerns due to a position offset when the new antenna
was installed in place of the old, and was larger than expected. The offset was thought to be
caused by incorrect phase center values being used during the processing of the data, or a
possible difference between the actual antennas. UNAVCO decided to purchase robotically
measured absolute Phase Center calibration values from Geo++ for a number of different
antenna/dome combinations as a result of the test at Marshall, and other findings in the
community. Results for the two Trimble choke rings with both tall and short SCIGN radomes, as
well as the new Topcon GNSS choke ring with a short SCIGN radome will be published in the
near future. Having the absolute calibration values of these combinations and for a number of
specific antennas will be beneficial as their use becomes more widespread in the GGN. NGS will
soon also have the capability to perform absolute PCV calibrations, and the same set of antennas
and domes will be sent to NGS for absolute calibration to see how closely the results agree
between the two organizations. Data from the antenna test discussed above will be reprocessed
with the new calibration values. In order to ensure proper implementation of antenna standards,
UNAVCO is represented by Dr. Blume on the IGS Antenna Working Group Committee.
A number of co-located core reference frame stations are in need of equipment upgrades,
specifically antenna and/or antenna plus radome. These stations comprise some of the longest
running GPS stations to date and care must be taken in order to preserve their reference frame
coordinate. The problem is due to the method by which a choke ring antenna is mounted on the
monument. The current configuration does not allow for the replacement of an officially
calibrated antenna/radome combination; IGS standards dictate that any station with an uncalibrated antenna/radome combination may not be used as a reference frame station. Of the
eleven sites that are in need of an antenna upgrade, and which have the outdated mounting system
for the antenna, ten are core reference frame sites used in the determination of the Global
Geodetic Reference frame. The most desirable solution would be to install a new drilled-braced
monument at as many of the reference frame stations as possible before the currently running
equipment fails. If a site tie can not be made prior to equipment failure, the reference frame
coordinates will no longer be useful for a number of years until a new time series becomes
available. The current rate of funding would only permit installation of one deep drilled-braced
monument per year and it would take roughly nine years to get new monuments installed at each
of the nine reference frame stations. Some of these stations are in need of repair immediately so
a new mounting mechanism was developed as an interim solution. Figure 15 below shows the
current and proposed mounting systems.
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Figure 15. Photo on left shows current ring which prevents the installation of an officially calibrated
antenna/radome combination. Photo on right shows new proposed mounting system and how it will be
integrated with the current mounting ring. North Liberty, Iowa, (NLIB) will be the first station for
installation of the new mounting system.

Several other Development and Testing projects of importance to NASA and the GGN were
completed this year or are currently in progress. New receiver firmware for Topcon GNSS
receivers (v3.4) was evaluated and approved for use, and evaluation of the NetG3 receiver for use
at GGN stations is ongoing. Topcon intends to release beta firmware that will enable GNSScompatible BINEX messages (7f-05) in Q4 of this year; and the UNAVCO Data Group is in
progress of updating “TEQC” with translation capability for this new format.
A draft version of 7f-05 BINEX is currently implemented on Trimble’s NetR8 GNSS receiver
which is also undergoing detailed evaluation by the Development and Testing Group in
coordination with NASA, Facility OPP and PBO staff. The NetR8 is Trimble’s current state-ofthe-art “next generation” receiver capable of tracking all current and planned constellations such
as GLONASS, Galileo, and Compass/Beidou, and it will be evaluated alongside similar offerings
from other manufacturers, such as Topcon, Leica, Javad, Septentrio, and Magellan. A NetR8 is
currently tracking the L5 demonstration signal being broadcast by PRN01/SVN49; the data are
published through the CDDIS L5 Demonstration archive at
ftp://cddis.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/gps/data/l5test/. A “TEQC” upgrade for full L5 translation and QC
capability was produced as a result of this test.
Other NASA Support
UNAVCO, through the core cooperative agreement, and sponsored by NASA, NSF EAR and
NSF OPP, supports the development and maintenance of UNAVCO's TEQC software. This
software includes data translation from over 50 receiver formats, data editing and quality
checking. TEQC is integral to the GGN and IGS data handling and is widely used by hundreds of
US and international GNSS groups. TEQC is in fact one of the most widely accessed parts of the
UNAVCO website with over 25 downloads of the software occurring each day. TEQC is an
important part of development and testing activities and is a critical part of the GNSS data
processing work flow as well as for operations and archiving. UNAVCO staff interacts with
international groups defining RINEX and BINEX format specifications and has participated in
the IGS Analysis Center workshops where formats and other issues related to GNSS
modernization were discussed. In order to begin to address the considerable complexities that are
presented by the evolution of GNSS instrumentation, UNAVCO added a new 0.5 FTE (.25
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NASA/.25 NSF) software engineer position to the Facility Data Group funded by NSF EAR, and
NASA.
In addition to supporting and helping to maintain the GGN, UNAVCO personnel took part in a PI
Project to conduct a high-resolution GPS survey of the eastern lobe of the Salar de Uyuni in
Bolivia, to provide ground truth for NASA's Ice, Cloud, and land Elevation Satellite (ICESat)
laser altimeter. A prime objective of the ICESat mission is to acquire multi-year elevation data
for Antarctica and Greenland in order to quantify changes in the ice sheets associated with
climate change. To help calibrate the ICESat data, UNAVCO's Adrian Borsa (PBO Data
Products Manager) and Nic Flores (UNAVCO) joined Kelly Brunt (UCSD) and Claudia Carbajal
(NASA) to collect 1Hz GPS data of the Great Bolivian Salt Flat. The GPS-derived surface height
will be combined with data from a 2002 survey of the same area and compared against surface
elevations from ICESat.
The survey spanned a 45-by-54 km area of the eastern part of the Salar and consisted of
collecting both kinematic and fixed point GPS data (Figure 16). The kinematic data were
acquired by driving vehicles equipped with rooftop GPS antennas over 8 contiguous grids of
multiple crossing tracks (approximately 400km per grid). In addition, to provide short-baseline
contemporaneous data for post-processing the kinematic trajectories, 4 fixed GPS stations were
deployed at various locations within the survey area and were repositioned as the survey
progressed (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Photo on left shows grid of GPS measurements taken during survey. Photo on right shows fixed GNSS
station used during data collection of grid pictured on left.

UNAVCO Facility and PBO personnel traveled to Goddard's Geophysical and Astronomical
Observatory (GGAO) in September to do reconnaissance in preparation for the installation of two
deep drilled-braced monuments. The current GNSS monument, GODE, will have to be
abandoned once the new VLBI antenna is installed in 2010 as part of the first prototype 'NASA
Supersite'. The GGAO Facility is one of the few locations in the world where four or more space
geodetic techniques are co-located, thus providing scientists with a unique opportunity to assess
system performance and perform multi-technique analysis. The techniques include: Satellite
Laser Ranging (SLR), Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI), GNSS, and Doppler
Orbitography by Radiopositioning Integrated on Satellite (DORIS).
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Personnel also attended a proof of concept demonstration led by Benno Schmeing, a graduate
student from Germany, which involved a robotic total station and a VLBI antenna (Figure 17).
Under complete computer control, a robotic total station performed a partial local-network survey
which determined the relative positions of several geodetic markers and the position of the total
station. Following this, the VLBI antenna, under complete computer control moved through a
sequence of positions, and the total station, also under computer control, measured the angle and
the range to a target mounted on the antenna. The measurements were then used by analysis
software developed by Mr. Schmeing to determine antenna properties such as axis-offset, nonorthogonality of the axes, and the antenna reference point, as well as the location of the antenna
reference point in the local coordinate system. The entire process took roughly 1 hour to
complete.

Figure 17. Photo on left shows Benno Schmeing and John Labrecque with automated total station (left). Photo on
right shows a target which was mounted on the VLBI antenna. A system such as this can provide automated colocation site ties between adjacent geodetic systems.

IGSCB Support
UNAVCO will again provide financial support to the IGS Central Bureau (IGSCB) by arranging
accommodations for the International Association of Geodesy (IAG) meeting, and the IGS
governing board meeting that will take place December 13, 2009 at the fall AGU meeting in San
Francisco. UNAVCO will also once again provide participant support funds to bring Mr.
Richard Wonnacott to the United States from South Africa for the International Association of
Geodesy (IAG) meeting, as well as providing registration fee’s and his accommodations for the
AGU meeting in San Francisco, California. Mr. Wonnacott chairs the committee for the
International Association of Geodesy sub commission on Reference Frames for the AFREF
initiative. UNAVCO is pleased to be able to provide support for his participation in these
meetings. UNAVCO will also host the IGS / GGOS reception this year, similar to last year, on
December 13th, 2009.
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UNAVCO is participating in meetings with personnel from the IGS CB regarding the re-design
of the IGS website. This is a collaborative effort and UNAVCO’s areas of expertise regarding
databases and metadata storage are being utilized in the design of the new IGS website.
Specifically, UNAVCO has been asked by Steve Fisher at the IGSCB to setup a development
server at UNAVCO which will then be populated with a copy of EUREF’s database schema.
UNAVCO has been asked to develop a tool which will read the information contained in an IGS
site log, and populate the database with all of the relevant information for every IGS station,
totalling 420 stations. UNAVCO has been asked to help develop tools which will be
incorporated into the database schema, and which will also be made available to EUREF upon
completion. Ten percent of the NASA budget has been allocated to support IGSCB efforts,
which includes participant support monies and staff salaries.

NSF Office of Polar Programs Support
More detailed reporting of NSF-OPP is provided in separate program specific reports, available
at www.unavco.org/polar. The Major Research Infrastructure (MRI) funded engineering effort
Development of a Power and Communication System for Remote Autonomous GPS and Seismic
Stations in Antarctica was completed with final documentation on-line at
www.unavco.org/polartechnology. This development effort has resulted in a new level of remote
polar permanent station support capability, and as a result of this effort UNAVCO now offers
standardized power and communication system kits for rapid deployment and robust data
collection, including attention to long-term operation and maintenance issues. An example of the
new polar plateau system is shown in Figure 18. Meetings attended include Fall AGU and the
Polar Technology Conference.

Figure 18. Polar plateau design prototype deployed at the
South Pole.
The system enclosure is buried as a buffer against extreme
temperature swings, has high efficiency vacuum panel
insulation, Iridium communications, active heating, and wind
and solar power sources for year-round autonomous operation.
Similar systems were installed in the Recovery Lakes region
from the Norway-US IPY Traverse in January 2009

The LiDAR instrument purchase with MRI funding from the proposal Acquisition of a Terrestrial
Laser Scanning System For Polar Research was used for five separate PI projects in Antarctica
and one in Alaska, and has been used for other (non-Polar) applications between the Antarctic
and upcoming Arctic field seasons. Current LiDAR in-house activities are addressing the need
for robust data processing support.
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The 2009 Arctic field season supported 20 projects in Alaska, Iceland, Greenland, and Finland.
The installation phase was completed for the 44 station GNET project (M. Bevis PI) CGPS.
Support continued for the second season of the East Greenland Glacier Dynamics (M. Nettles PI),
with a novel instrumentation scheme collecting L1 network data on the Helheim glacier, and
compressing and telemetering the data with custom software, compression schemes, and radio
and satellite communications links. A CGPS system with Iridium communications was placed
near the calving from of Yakutat Glacier in Alaska (R. Motyka PI) in order to assure data
retrieval even if the system becomes the casualty of a calving event. A 13 receiver temporary
network was deployed on Breidamerkorjokull in Iceland (I. Howat PI).
Permanent station operations and maintenance continues to grow at both poles(Table 12), with 84
Polar GPS stations on the UNAVCO O&M list. The third and (hopefully) final installation season
for POLENET (T. Wilson PI) in Antarctica is underway with pl;ans to install 13 new sites and
provide mainenance as needed to existing sites. Earlier in the year, the second field season
included three new field installations, successful visits to six stations that required maintenance.
Two new stations were also installed above the subglacial Recovery Lakes (T. Scambos PI) from
the Norway-US IPY Traverse. These sites were the first operation Polar Plateau design systems
from the MRI project, designed for extreme cold and moderate wind conditions. Three
POLENET stations were deployed on the west side of the Antarctic Peninsula (E. Domack PI, see
Figure 19), and preparations are unmderway to install 6 more sites in early 2010.

Figure 19. Student Mason Fried and PI Eugene Domack finishing the Hugo Island installation for the Larsen Ice
Shelf System, Antarctica (LARISSA) project. R/V Laurence M. Gould in the background.
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Table 12. Engineering Performance Metrics – OPP

1.3.1 GPS Engineering and Equipment - Arctic
# stations monitored (on
O&M list)
# station maintenance
events
1.3.1.2
Permanent Station Ops
# unique PIs
# projects
1.3.1.4
PI Project Services
# uniquie PIs
1.3.1.6

Development and Testing

# D&T projects

1.3.1.7

Pool Equipment Maintenance

# receivers in pool

1.3.1.8

PI Equipment Repairs

# repairs completed

1.4.1 GPS Engineering and Equipment - Antarctic
# stations monitored (on
O&M list)
# station maintenance
events
1.4.1.2
Permanent Station Ops
# unique PIs
# projects
1.4.1.4
PI Project Services
# unique PIs
1.4.1.6

Development and Testing

# D&T projects

1.4.1.7

Pool Equipment Maintenance

# receivers in pool

1.4.1.8

PI Equipment Repairs

# repairs completed
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17
5
20
19
2
89
See WBS 1.1.1.8

38
21
9
24
23
1
125
See WBS 1.1.1.8

2.3 Data Support
The UNAVCO Boulder Facility provides data management and archiving support for high
precision campaign and permanent station GPS data collected by Community investigators at ten
thousand locations around the globe (Figure 20). The Data Group also manages the WInSAR and
GeoEarthScope SAR data archives at UNAVCO. The GPS and SAR archives are components of
the UNAVCO Data Center, which is developed and maintained by the Facility Data Group.
NSF’s significant investment in GPS and SAR data collections reaps its full benefit over time, as
new data reveal longterm position changes and velocity trends as well as short-term anomalies.
The UNAVCO Data Center plays a key role in longterm GPS and SAR data and data product
safe storage and access by the community.
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Figure 20. The red dots show the 11,007 monuments with archived GPS data through 24 November 2009; the dots
outlined in black show the 1,913 monuments with data archived during 2009; the dots outlined in white are
monuments with associated data archived during prior years.

The Data Group maintains an extensive collection of computer and storage systems hardware and
associated data management software, database tools, and web access tools to manage this
important task. During 2009, the Data Group invested in system memory, new processing
servers, and RAID storage to support the ongoing growth in GPS data holdings and to further
support data discovery and access.
GPS Data in the UNAVCO Archive
GPS data holdings include 809 campaigns and 2,143 permanent stations (Table 13); 1889
permanent stations were actively returning data at the end of 2009. Data in the Archive are
associated with 11,007 globally-distributed monuments as shown in Figure 20. During 2009, data
flow management and archiving for 20 additional PBO and 83 additional NSF, NASA or
community supported permanent stations were put in place. An additional 44 campaigns were
archived this year. Table 14 shows the Work Breakdown Structure metrics reporting for
UNAVCO archiving and data distribution activities for 2009. Detailed lists are given in Tables
17-18.
Archived data are held in an online repository enterprise-class RAID system behind the
UNAVCO firewall. Copies of this data in RINEX format are available on our anonymous ftp
pickup system for permanent stations and selected campaigns. The cumulative data volume of
GPS level 0 data in the online repository grew by 26% during 2009 and now exceeds the 13terabyte (tb) mark (Table 13 and Figure 21). With the completion of PBO construction, the
numbers of permanent stations with data in the archive will grow more slowly in the next few
years. Including products and additional files required by PBO and the data volume in the ftp
pickup public archive, the total GPS archive holdings stand at nearly 16 tb (compressed).
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Table 13. GPS data archiving statistics for 2005-2009.

Permanent Stations Handled (per year)
Campaigns Processed (per year)
# Archived
# Files
gigabytes #Archived
# Files
gigabytes
2005
681
293,949
666.7
41
8,770
83.3
2006
1,133
636,340
1,520.4
39
11,038
39.7
2007
1,572
645,931
4,382.1
88
20,060
160.3
2008
1,794
796,626
2,787.9
40
11,556
56.3
2009
1,889
673,704
2,715.8
44
18,935
61.7
Total (includes
2,144
3,458,236
12,799.7
809
167,038
436.0
pre FY2005)
w/data
Table 14. Work Breakdown Structure metrics reporting for UNAVCO GNSS archiving and data distribution
activities for 2009.

WBS Report -- GPS – Facility Data Group December 2008 through November 20,
2009
WBS Element
Metric
Quantity or
gigabytes
Permanent Stations Archived
Permanent stations with data
Permanent stations - active
PBO/Nucleus stations
Campaigns Archived
Campaigns archived
All Archived
Monuments with data
1.1.2.2 NSF GNSS Data and Data Products
Total data archived
Subdivisions for files archived:
Campaign data archived
Permanent station data archived
Standard rate data archived (e.g. 15 s sample interval)
High rate files archived (<=1 s sample interval)
Met files archived

2,144
1,889
1,101
44
11,007
3,074 GB
81 GB
2,992 GB
2,554 GB
419 GB
<1 GB

1.1.2.3 NSF GNSS Data and Data Products Accessed
Total data accessed
Number of unique domains (avg per month)

8,761 GB
1,238

Subdivisions for files Accessed:
Campaign data accessed
-number of unique domains (avg per month)
Permanent station files accessed
-number of unique domains (avg per month)

38 GB
5
7,805 GB
1,238
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Standard rate files accessed (e.g. 15 s sample interval)

7,742 GB

-number of unique domains (avg per month)

1,238

High rate files accessed (<=1 s sample interval)

76 GB

-number of unique domains (avg per month)

9

Met files accessed

2 GB

-number of unique domains (avg per month)

12

NSF and NASA Community Software
1.1.2.4 and 1.2.2.4

TEQC downloads

8.623

1.1.2.4 and 1.2.2.4

TEQC information requests

1357

-number of unique domains

na

NASA Stations Data/Metadata
Permanent stations handled

1.2.2.2

80

Antarctic Stations/Projects
1.4.2.2

Permanent station data archived

1.4.2.2

Projects handled

28 GB
3

Arctic Stations/Projects
1.3.2.2

Permanent station files archived

1.3.2.2

Projects handled

3

UNAVCO Archive Cumulative Data Volume
Primary Copy, GPS Files

UNAVCO Archive Cumulative Data Volume
Primary Copy, GPS Files
14000
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Figure 21 (left). UNAVCO GPS archive cumulative GPS data volume in the online repository by calendar year.
(right) UNAVCO Archive data GPS volume added to the online repository each year. PBO event-based 5-Hz data
contributed heavily to the 4.5 tb of data archived during 2007. Event-based data volume was much smaller for
2008 and 2009.
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Table 15 provides a complete listing of campaigns archived during 2009 and Table 16 provides a
summary of the permanent station networks currently providing data to the archive.
Table 15. Campaigns archived during 2009.

ID

PROJECT NAME

PI

FUNDING

G2919
G3123
G3035
G3172
G3141

Afar 2007 - revisit
Afar 2009
Alaska Uplift 2007
Antarctica Support 2007/2008
Calaveras 2007

Calais
Calais
Freymueller
various
Burgmann

G3129
G3152

DeMets
Bennett
Freymueller
Phillips
Phillips
DeMets
Freymueller
Hreinsdottir

NSF-EAR
NSF-Earthscope
NSF-Earthscope
NSF-EAR
Community
Community

G3099
G2083
G3132
G3136

Central America 2008
Colorado Plateau – Southern Basin and
Range 2009
Denali 2008
GeoEarthScope ALS Alaska 2008
GeoEarthScope ALS Yellowstone 2008
Honduras Semi-Continuous
IARC 2008
Iceland Emergency Earthquake Response
2008
ISEA 2008
Jamaica 2000 - revisit
Jamaica 2008
Jamaica Semi-Continuous

NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
NSF-OPP
NSFEarthScope
NSF-EAR
Community

Freymueller, Miura, Sato, Sun
DeMets
DeMets
DeMets

Community
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR

G3026

Kamchatka 2007 - revisit

Freymueller, Eichelberger,
Izbekov, West

NSF-ISE

G3118

Kamchatka 2008

Freymueller, Eichelberger,
Izbekov, West

NSF-ISE

G3101

Kenai 2008

Abers, Christianson,
Freymeuller

NSF-EAR

G3121

McCall 2005

Nolan

NSF-OPP

G3114

McCall 2007

Nolan

NSF-OPP

G3116

McCall 2008

Nolan

NSF-OPP

G2795

North Cascades Glacier 2006

Pettit

Community

G3095

Okmok 2008

Freymueller

USGS

G2674

Oregon Coast 2005 - revisit

Schmidt, Weldon

NASA, USGS

G2984

Oregon Coast 2007

Schmidt, Weldon

USGS

G3105

Pavlof Semi-Continuous 2007/2008

Freymueller

USGS

G3093

PBO Ties 2008

Freymueller

Community

G3107
G3112
G3149
G3134
G3091
G3125
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G3084

Peru Glacier 2008

Mark, Rodbell

NSF-EAR

G3097

Redoubt 2008

Freymueller

USGS

G3086

RETREAT Croatia Semi-Continuous

Bennett

NSF-EAR

G3169

RETREAT Croatia 2007/2008

Bennett

NSF-EAR

G3156

San Bernardino SAF EarthScope 2009

Bennett, McGill

NSF-Earthscope

G3059

Santorini 2008

Newman

Community

G3127

Shaketable Test 2009

Wang

NSF-EAR

G3103

STEEP 2008

Freymueller, Pavlis

NSF-EAR

G3064

Tajikistan/Kyrgyzstan 2008

Bendick, Bilham

NSF-EAR

G3158

Tajikistan/Kyrgyzstan 2009

Bendick, Bilham

NSF-EAR

G3145

Thwaites 2007/2008

Anandakrishnan

NSF-OPP

G3147

Thwaites 2008/2009

Anandakrishnan

NSF-OPP

G3154

Uganda 2009

Calais, Koehn

NSF-EAR

G3039

Witte 2007 - revisit

Freymueller

Community

G3163

Yellowstone 2009

Smith

USGS

TOTAL

44

Table 16. Permanent Station Networks archived at UNAVCO.

Network Name or
Location

EarthScope/PBO (excl.
USArray)
Nucleus
SCIGN USGS
GGN Core Stations
SuomiNet
BARGEN
Greenland
Hawaii
Antarctica
Rio Grande Rift
PBO Analysis Support
NEGAR
GULFNET
SAGE New Zealand
Central Iceland

Number of
Stations
Inactive/
Active
Retired
881
211
97
80
64
46
46
39
35
25
20
18
16
16
14

10
13
6
15
17
2
2
4
5
0
0
0
4
0
2

Network Name or
Location

Kuril
Central Asia
Jalisco
Oaxaca, Mexico
Southeast Alaska
Puerto Rico
Galapagos (Dual Freq)
EBRY
Polar Test
Pakistan
Andaman Islands
Akutan Volcano
Ethiopia Tectonics
Okmok Volcano
El Salvador

Number of
Stations
Inactive/
Active
Retired
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
5
4
4
4
4

0
3
1
1
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Mid America
Afar
Peatland Minnesota
Idaho National Lab
Mauna Loa
GGN-L2C/Marshall
Bangladesh
SuomiNet-Caribbean
Nicoya Costa Rica
Mediterranean
L1 Networks
Calabria
US Array
Soil Moisture
Miscellaneous UNAVCO
CORS
Kuril
Central Asia

13
13
13
13
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
9
9
8
7
7
7
6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
5
48
0
0
2
1
10
0
3

Tajik-Kyrgyz-Pamir
CALIPSO
Mt. Spurr
Mexico
Guerrero Coast
Alaska/Denali
Santorini
Socorro
Arctic
Las Vegas
Uganda
Bhutan
CVO- Mt. St. Helens
DIVE
IAGT
Miscellaneous retired

TOTAL

4
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
0

0
0
0
0
7
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
104

1889

270

Full details at
http://facility.unavco.org/data/gnss/perm_sta.php

EarthScope PBO and Nucleus Data Support
The UNAVCO GPS archive holds all PBO and Nucleus data and products. PBO and Nucleus
data account for more than two-thirds of the overall GPS holdings. October, 2008 saw the
completion of the MRE construction phase for PBO. During the MRE, Data Group staff
coordinated with PBO and Nucleus staff to setup new stations and track changes in station
metadata. During the O&M phase, Data Group staff will continue to coordinate with PBO to
track changes in station metadata associated with any necessary maintenance. A fully capable
secondary offsite data mangement system that can handle all PBO data flow and archiving was
partially constructed during 2009.
During 2009, PBO migrated its maintenance tracking to a new database. This activity required
Facility database programmers to retool functionality that provides IGS style site logs to the
community. Additionally, the handling of maintenance metadata within the archive database was
retooled to handle new mechanisms for receiving PBO metadata.
Permanent Station Data and Metadata Flow
The Facility data management process utilizes multiple databases with local and web forms,
reports, and map interfaces to manage critical station and file metadata. Databases facilitate
network operations and maintenance, and provide for user search capability for access to data and
metadata. Data are transferred to the Facility via a variety of data transfer methods (ftp push and
pull, LDM-IDD, email, and manual data transfers) and are managed via a series of staged
computers that automatically pre-process, quality check and translate the data. The core software
utilized for the automated archiving process has been developed and is maintained by the
Facility. A key component is UNAVCO’s TEQC, an extensive translation, editing and quality
checking program for GPS data that is used by hundreds of processing groups around the world.
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Station metadata are verified using database cross-checks between equipment, operations and
archive databases. Archive personnel interact regularly with NSF investigators to facilitate the
flow of data and metadata into the Archive. Permanent station investigators and engineers can
submit changes to their site metadata via the operations database web form. That information is
validated before being migrated into the Archive metadata database. The operations database
generates updated IGS logs whenever pertinent database fields are changed.
Archive IT Infrastructure
The Data Group has implemented a robust, scalable archiving system for automated permanent
station data handling and for the manual processes used for campaign archiving. For automated
processing, incoming data are segregated based on the need for high throughput. The data with
the need for the lowest latency and highest throughput are typically fed into a multi-node
processor stack that runs in a master/slave configuration. As data volumes increase through time
(due to additional permanent station installations), additional processing nodes can be added to
the “stack” to allow adjustment of throughput to meet project needs. Multiple nodes also ensure
continued processing in case of failure of any single component. Additional components of the
system are database servers, storage servers and RAID. Each of these functional components are
configured with failover servers and storage to avoid single points of failure. A separate “stack”
of processors is used for large volume deliveries of PBO event based high rate data and PBO
products. A third stack is used for ongoing archiving system software development and testing.
The archived data are backed up in several ways. Data on the enterprise RAID system are
synchronized daily to a secondary copy on an independent system RAID. Once a month the
previous month’s long-term archived data are copied to LTO tape. Each month, a second tape
copy of the newest data is shipped to the IRIS Data Management Center (DMC) as an offsite
backup. Incoming data are also copied over the internet offsite to the IRIS DMC on a daily basis;
this ensures that no loss of recently archived data happens due to media failure during the interval
between archiving and scheduled tape backups. Daily databade dumps and transaction records are
also copied via the internet to the IRIS DMC.
As part of onging improvements to overall archiving systems scalability, robustness and
availability, this year new development and testing server hardware was acquired and additional
memory was implemented into processing systems.
GPS Data Discovery and Access
The Data Center has released a production version of our next generation interface for GPS
search and data access capability. This Data Archive Interface Version 2 (DAIv2) includes a
powerful and flexible Web application for discovery and visualization of UNAVCO's GPS data
and metadata holdings. The DAIv2 also includes a suite of Java-based command-line clients for
advanced users needing automated discovery and download (Figure 22). Both the Web
application and the command-line clients utilize our new Web services infrastructure. The DAIv2
can be used to locate data of interest using a variety of filters (Metadata, Spatial, and Temporal).
The new interface makes it possible to search for both permanent station and campaign
monuments simultaneously. A flexible data download capability is included. The Java-based
command line clients are intended for “power” users so that they may create recurring queries
that can then be incorporated into scripts, possibly with regular data download.
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Figure 22. UNAVCO’s Data Archive Interface version 2 web tool was released for production during 2009.
Improvements to many aspects of the tool, including the detail pages, are ongoing.

The web tool provides a user feedback widget which has been useful for gathering user input on
desired enhancements and on bugs encountered.
UNAVCO’s data holdings are publicly available, subject to UNAVCO/NSF Data Policy, and are
made available to users in a number of ways. All permanent station data archived are
immediately translated to RINEX and put on the UNAVCO anonymous ftp pickup area.
Anonymous ftp pickup of GPS data from the Archive occurs at rate of approximately 2 million
files per month, amounting to 8.7 tb of annual data delivery. Figure 23 shows the 12-month file
count ftp pickup history.
Data from campaigns that are anonymously available according to the Data Policy can be
accessed directly through the Archive’s campaign search pages. The web-based request system
has simplified the process for investigators to access anonymous campaign data; 30 campaigns
were delivered by anonymous access during 2009. Campaigns that are not anonymously
accessible and that are beyond their 2-year grace period can also be accessed through the search
pages. In this case the data are available by request to the Data Center staff; 119 such requests for
campaign data were completed during 2009.
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GNSS Data Pickup via FTP
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Figure 23. Over 23 million files and 8.7 tb of data were accessed through anonymous ftp pickup from the UNAVCO
GPS archive during the period 1 Dec 2008 to 30 November 2009.

SOPAC Archive
UNAVCO supports archiving of GPS data at the Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array Center
Archive through a subcontract. Within its extensive holdings, SOPAC mirrors copies of
UNAVCO Archive data, and acts as an IGS Global Data Center. SOPAC continues to support
the GPS Seamless Archive Center (GSAC) through assistance to GPS data center participation
using SOPAC-developed tools, and providing user access tools.
Data Management Software
UNAVCO continues to develop and support the TEQC (GNSS Translation, Editing and Quality
Checking) software package that is extensively used by the GPS community and remains the
foundation of data input and output for the GPS archive. TEQC is used nationally and
internationally for major networks such as SCIGN, BARGEN, PANGA, and NASA’s GGN.
TEQC software is downloaded an average of 21 times per day. During 2009 TEQC development
principally addressed incorporating GNSS records translation and QC capability for Trimble’s
RT27 format, as well as GNSS records for Leica, Septentrio, and Javad. In addition, usability
improvements for temporally binning or splitting input/output files were incorporated.
Project and Operations Database
The UNAVCO Project and Operations Databases hold critical administrative and operational
information for UNAVCO. The equipment component of the database is used within UNAVCO
for tracking thousands of pieces of equipment used in installations worldwide. The permanent
station metadata tracking component of the database is used by project engineers and PIs to
document station installations and to maintain updated permanent station metadata. During 2009,
a complete overhaul of the Projects database was accomplished.
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WInSAR and GeoEarthScope SAR Archives
Management of the WInSAR Archive has been ongoing at the Data Center since 2005. During
2009, 4,093 scenes and 1,024 GB of SAR data were archived; about half of this was for WInSAR
and half for GeoEarthScope (Table 17). Most of the WInSAR scenes archived in 2009 were
purchased from the European Space Agency. The GeoEarthScope scenes archived in 2009 were
late deliveries of Radarsat-1 data from ASF. (During 2008, the bulk of the data assembling for
the GeoEarthScope SAR archive was completed. The Alaska Satellite Facility was unable to
complete production during 2008 of Radarsat-1 orders that had been purchased under
GeoEarthScope; ASF was able to process and deliver part of these orders during 2009, and one
more delivery will occur in 2010.) Seventeen terabytes of SAR data make up the GeoEarthScope
collection and will become the basis for ongoing InSAR geodesy research for the western US
plate boundary (Figure 24). Special user credentialing that is distinct from the user login method
for WInSAR was devised to address data policy compliance and data usage reporting for the
international space agencies whose data comprise the archive. A user survey and data usage
report was submitted to the European Space Agency in 2009.
Table 17. Work Breakdown Structure metrics reporting for UNAVCO InSAR archiving and data
distribution activities for 2009.

WBS Report – InSAR --Facility Data Group – December, 2008 through November
25, 2009
WBS Element
Metric
Quantity or
gigabytes
NSF/NASA/USGS InSAR Data and Data Products
Total data archived

1,024 GB

NSF/NASA/USGS InSAR Data and Data Products Accessed
Total data accessed
Number of unique users (avg per month)

3,035 GB
19

Figure 24. Image from Google Earth showing
40,000 Radarsat-1 scenes, which form one
component of the GeoEarthScope SAR
collection.
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3.0 Education, Outreach and Diversity
RESESS
In summer 2009, RESESS was funded from residual funds from a) the three year NSF OEDG
pilot project, b) participant support funds from the Facility Cooperative agreement, c) POLENET
support, and d) Polar MRI funds at UNAVCO. Two returning interns and two new interns made
up the 2009 RESESS class with two other RESESS interns being supported for field work and
professional meetings. Research projects included POLENET seismology; use of NAVDAT, an
NSF-supported geochemical data base; TLS in gully erosion; and isotopic analysis of sulfur and
trace elements in sulfides over time. Mentors for 2009 were faculty at the University of Colorado
and at Washington University (POLENET). UNAVCO staff members aacted as writing and
community mentors. See figure 25 for highlights.
Research was presented at regional and national geoscience conferences from December, 2008
through November, 2009: American Geophysical Union, December 2008 (Fornash, Hernandez,
Martinez); Cordilleran Section Geological Society of America 2009 (Fornash);
Geological Society of America 2009 (Braswell); Society for the Advancement of Chicanos and
Native Americans in Science, 2009 (Thompson, Patlan, Martinez); National Society of Black
Geologists and Geophysicists, 2009 (Braswell).Three abstracts including one invited talk by the
Director of RESESS have been submitted to Fall American Geophysical Union 2009.
RESESS students receiving national awards:
1) NSF Graduate Fellowship to Stephen Hernandez
2) Dupont Awards for Outstanding Geoscience Undergraduate Presentation at SACNAS to
Fernando Martinez Torres
The final report to NSF has been submitted and the final external evaluation for the pilot project
has been submitted to UNAVCO. Using UNAVCO funds for the first year of RESESS, we have
now completed 5 years of RESESS. A celebration was held in conjunction with the August
colloquium and to announce the award of 5 years of future funding from OEDG to continue to
build RESESS as a program and to build a sustainable business model for the program.
Last, for long term success of RESESS, UNAVCO is participating with the newly formed
Geoscience Alliance for people interested in furthering geoscience education in Native American
students.
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Figure 25 (left). Third year RESESS intern Lennox Thompson explains visualization from his graduate course at
University of Texas El Paso to audience at Fall AGU, 2008; (right) First year interns Fernando Martinez Torres
from University of Puerto Rico Mayaguez (far left) and John Braswell from University of Michigan(front center)
with SOARS interns during the early summer Leadership Institute in Boulder, May, 2009.

Active Earth Display
UNAVCO collaborates with IRIS on the kiosk-based exhibit called Active Earth Display (AED).
During the past 6 months, we have completed a Cascadia module which has been tested at fall
AGU and at the EarthScope meeting. It is now available for downloading onto websites and
kiosks. This work was funded by EarthScope E&O.
UNAVCO has produced Power through the Night (Figure 26), an interactive exercise to educate
people about the power needs of scientists doing research in extreme, polar environments.
Funded by the Polar MRI grant, facility engineers and education staff collaborated with a design
firm to produce this Flash interactive animation. The newly designed and developed game allows
users to try their hands at designing a power system to run the GPS equipment through three
years (including three polar nights!) of study.
http://facility.unavco.org/project_support/polar/remote/POLENET-engineeringgame/POLENET-engineering-game.html

Figure 26. This ‘game’ will be a stand-alone module for the web as well being part of a POLENET Active Earth
module (in development). Making the information into an interactive game follows new research that shows that
people will spend much longer on an interactive component than with a didactic show of information.

UNAVCO website
Education and Outreach staff are working with the UNAVCO webmaster and president for a
redesign and update of content for the website, one of UNAVCO’s major outreach tools. During
the past 12 months, E&O continues to provide leadership in the production of science, facility,
education, and other community highlights with an average production of 2 new highlights per
month. A much-needed update of Science Applications has been revamped with community
scientists contributing content to the broadening scope of geodesy in geoscience (Figure 32).
www.unavco.org/geodesy21century . The inauguration of this website coincided with
publication of the May 5 issue of EOS on which a comprehensive overview of geodetic
applications in the geosciences. This peer-reviewed article has a potential readership of 52,000
AGU members (Figure 27).
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Figure 27 (left). Redesign and update of content for the website; (right) science, facility, education, and other
community highlights

Outreach
In 2009, UNAVCO has updated its suite of printed outreach collateral, including 8 one-pagers
that highlight the organization's various projects. Newly added components include a brochure to
highlight the outcome of a Polar MRI project funded by NSF, and 4 banner stands for informal
exhibits on UNAVCO and RESESS at upcoming conferences, meetings, and other events.
UNAVCO published new Brand Standards, approved by the board of directors, in an effort to
create a more consistent look and feel for the organization including community use of logos
http://www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/brochures/logo-usage.html. These standards are reflected in
the organization's letterhead, PowerPoint and Keynote presentations, logos, exhibit booth,
posters, and new Media Guide for the community. The organization also began an initiative to
track community data more effectively across the organization in order to define its broad
audience base more clearly. During the GSA Annual Meeting in Portland, Oregon in October,
UNAVCO kept the community informed of different presentations via the media streams of
Twitter and Facebook.
E&O staff recently explored a new way of keeping in touch with participants through an outreach
component as part of an education workshop. Coverage of the EarthScope workshop in Flagstaff
in August included blog postings, video, photography, and networking among participants and
workshop leaders.
E&O staff coordinated a colloquium and other events to celebrate the first 5 years of the RESESS
program and successful completion of the students' summer 2009 research. Student abstracts can
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be viewed in the 2009 publication of EWSS (http://resess.unavco.org/docs/EWSS-2009.pdf).
The RESESS program also exhibited at fall meetings including NABGG, SACNAS, and AISES.
A collaborative website was established and facilitated for Trieste, Italy event: Workshop &
Science Planning for the Evaluation, Monitoring and Communication of Volcanic and Seismic
Hazards in East Africa. African participants expressed appreciation for this mechanism of
communication for the workshop and beyond.
UNAVCO also participated kin the Spring 2009 Congressional Visit Day in Washington, D.C.
(Figure 28).

Figure 28. President Meghan Miller with UNAVCO staff
and NSF EarthScope Program Officer Greg Anderson at
Spring 2009 Congressional Visit Day.

NSF Evaluation of E&O Program
Director of Education and Outreach, Susan Eriksson, has worked closely with NSF program
officers and SRI personnel to prepare the document to secure an evaluator for the external
evaluation of this program as mandated by the Cooperative Agreement. This is an ongoing
activity of E&O from spring, 2009 and for the coming 12-18 months.
Metrics for December 2008 through November 2009
Metrics for the Education and Outreach program are presented in Figures 29-31 and Table 18.

Figure 29. Web metrics for Education and Outreach. These figures show the number of individual web pages viewe
(the number of web pages viewed. As our website (edu_outreach + CWS) has grown in number of pages, the
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increased use is an indicator for whether our visitors are going to the suite of pages. The data indicate that as we add
more pages, our visitors go to these new pages.

Figure 30. A unique visitor is a host (a computer) that has made at least 1 hit on 1 page of your web site during the
current period shown by the report (one month in our case). If this computer makes several visits during this period,
it is counted only once.

Figure 31. We have also seen a tremendous growth in the use of the RESESS website since 2006 from an average of
34 unique visitors per month in 2006, 143 visitors/mo in 2008, to 333 visitors/month for November 2009! (Much of
2007 data has been lost).
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Table 18. Professional Development Workshops & Learning Sessions

Jan
Feb

Apr

May

St. Vrain
MiddleSchool
TX
Professional
Dev
Academy
Millersville
U
San Andreas
Region
EarthScope
Workshop
Teacher
workshop @
EarthScope
N'tal Mtg
GPS Velocity
Field
workshop
PBO
Strainmeter
Data
workshop
EarthScope
Data at
UNAVCO
and Other

Jul
Jul
Aug

Sep

Oct

2-hr
1-day of
2.5 day

41

2-hr

2.5-day

4

1-day

6

12

3

1-day

7

3

3-hr

6

2

2 weeks

4

6-days

35

Short Course

Interns

30

35

TOTLE
Workshop:
Volc & Seis
Haz in East
Africa
CSIG
Workshop

Undergrad
Students

Graduate
students

Other
education
professionals

4

1-day

24

1

5

5

2 weeks
2-hr

4

7

3 months

NABGG
OEDG PI
Meeting

Scientists/
Comm
Members

1

RESESS
Master
Teacher-inResidence

Short Course
- INSAR

University
Faculty

Secondary-Ed
Faculty

Event details

Name of
event

Date

2009 Professional development workshops & Learning Sessions

4

5

3

52
7

4

2 day

4
3

Booth
1.5-day

10

EarthScope
Teacher
Workshop Arizona

1.5 day

17

Rio
Grande/CO
Plateau
EarthScope
Workshop

3-day

28

5

5

20

15

5

20

1

2

9

35

1
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INTERFACE
Workshop/
Short Course
Geoscience
Alliance
Wkshp

Nov

ASES
Using Vis
tools
presentation
U. Cinncinati
Seminar
Co-sponsor
SCEC/GEON
Lidar Course
Total

8-hr
1.5-day

3

20

8

5

3

5

10

20

30

5

15

Booth
15-min
2-hr

11

10

5

2 days

40
142

120

145

112

22

70

5

48
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Figure 32. Graphs of yearly and cumulative numbers of people reached through UNAVCO Education and Outreach
programs.

Materials Development, Testing, and Dissemination
Master Teacher-in-Residence
Four teachers were in residence at UNAVCO in 2009 to make existing UNAVCO teaching
materials into shorter modules easilyused in the classroom. Two UNAVCO Master Teachers
reviewed, revised, and included new material in 5 resources and made two new resources. Two
teachers funded by EarthScope worked with UNAVCO E&O staff to provide two GPS oriented
educational modules focused on middle school and two seismic-orientedmodules. These topics
included tomography, volcanoes, GPS, and included using hands-on materials. These drafts are
under review. All materials are linked to the E&O web page and/or the community website
http://cws.unavco.org/cws.
2009 UNAVCO Short Courses Series:
 Terrestrial Laser Scanning – Geological Society of America meeting, fall, 2009
 INSAR ROIpak August 17-19, 2009
 LiDAR processing and use, UNAVCO is cosponsoring with GEON and SCEC, December
3-4, 2009
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